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Mrs. Vosteen, Doctress
by Sharon Grace Kosek

C

atherine
Elizabeth Johnson, who grew to
be a spirited young
woman, was born
on July 23, 1823,
in Oldenburg
Lower Saxony,
Germany (now
Berlin). Her father
John Johnson was
a dike keeper on
the North Sea.
Catherine’s first
boyfriend gave her
a beautiful amethyst engagement
ring, but one night,
he became ill and
sent for Catherine. July 23, 1823 – August 19, 1913
She had a splitting
headache herself,
and did not go to his bedside. That night, he died.
In later years, Catherine kept company with a gentleman
friend, stonemason John Henry Von Vosteen, who decided
to travel to America, and Catherine wanted to travel with
him. (Many left Germany around 1850 because of the
blanket army conscription.) She did not wish to marry
him, but her mother insisted, telling her that if they did not
marry, Catherine could not get on the ship. So, at the age
of 26 in 1846, Catherine Johnson and John Henry Von
Vosteen were married. Knowing that Germans were not
well liked in America, the Von Vosteen family dropped
the “Von” from their last name.
They arrived by ship in Baltimore, Maryland. It was
noted that the trip took 92 days as the overly cautious captain pulled sail at the slightest squall until they landed. To
make matters worse, when they arrived at Baltimore, a fire
destroyed most of their belongings, so things did not begin
well for the young couple. Catherine often had difficulty
holding her tongue when she did not agree with her husband. She would place a few pebbles under her tongue to
help her keep from saying things she might wish she had
not.
The Vosteens moved first to New Orleans, Louisiana,
but found no work there. The couple then traveled up the
Mississippi River to St. Louis to find work. The Vosteens
then moved to Quincy, Illinois, where they had six children: four girls (Alma, Elizabeth, Dena, Millie), and twin
boys who died from dysentery from unclean water at the
age of two. In Quincy, Catherine thought she could hear

Gross Groceries
Picture of her home and daughter and husbands’ grocery store next
door. Address of her duplex 913-915 North Second Street; Grocery
store (Gross Groceries) 911 North Second Street.

God’s voice telling her to return to St. Louis and Washington University to the St. Louis School of Midwives and
Physicians. Catherine did attend, where she was either the
only woman in the class or one of very few—the school
records do exist but are currently inaccessible. We believe
that Catherine brought her family with her to Quincy,
where they lived until Catherine finished her medical degree.
From Quincy, Illinois, Catherine and John moved to St.
Joseph, Missouri, as they were told stonemason work could
be found there, and Catherine opened her medical practice.
Her office was located at 913 North Second Street where
her shingle hung outside her door. It read “Mrs. Vosteen
Doctoress.” Catherine developed a birthing chair for
women which was said to be the secret for an easy deliv-

Gross Groceries; Doctoress Vosteen’s daughter Elizabeth Gross, Elizabeth Gross’s son, Mathew Gross, and John August Gross (911 North
2nd Street) stand on the front steps of Gross Groceries.
(Continued on page 10)
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Bring Ancestors to Life in History
by Matthew Reeves
cal figure – and in this picture, his visual context includes
the ocean, fellow soldiers, and the landing craft in the backbegin this essay with a conground.
fession: I am not a genealoWithout knowing any more about the context of the phogist, or at least, I do not contograph, we might be able to draw some conclusions. Why
sider myself one. As a gradudoes this photograph exist? Either something important
ate student training to become
was happening to merit the photograph, or perhaps MacAra historian, I use many geneathur was important enough to be photographed all the time.
logical tools for my research,
We might also conclude that something important was gobut I know little about my
ing on because it seems unusual for a high-ranking officer
own family beyond intergento get wet while wading ashore – especially when men can
erational gossip. For exambe seen relaxing in the landing craft behind him, suggesting
ple, I’ve heard that my greatthe situation was not tense. We could draw some conclugrandfather was exempted from service during WWII besions, but not many, and we would never come up with the
cause he was the only mechanic in Laddonia, Missouri. It
image’s greater ideological significance: MacArthur’s
is also rumored that my great-grandmother Cinnabelle was
triumphant return to the Philippines after previously retreatnot pleasant company, both hard to prove through research.
ing from the islands under Japanese attack.
My own personal failures as a genealogist stem from my
But most genealogical research does not involve picday job spending hours researching other people’s families,
tures, so researchers often have to draw inferences and
reading about their work and lives. I find that I cannot susmake assumptions with much less information than what is
tain such taxing personal research after work. I have
contained within a typical photograph. Photographs can
started to look into my paternal family line several times,
contain a lot of visual information: each figure has a relabut I become easily distracted, especially during basketball
tionship to other figures in the frame, the subjects have a
season.
collective relationship to the photographer, and finally, figBut as a historian in training, I do have some tips on disures have a relationship to their environment. The photocovering ancestors’ historical contexts, something that is
graphed figures exist in a physical context, which provides
essential to understanding figures from the past, whether
many clues.
that person is a luminary like General MacArthur, a less
But in contrast with this wealth of photographic informafamous figure like St. Joseph’s Dr. George Catlett, or just
tion, genealogical researchers must often try to understand
an obscure ancestor. The trick about context is that we ofancestors based on the limited information in census reten incorrectly assume that contextual clues hold the same
cords and newspaper articles. In trying to reconstruct our
meanings now as they did in the past. Historians call this
subjects’ lives, to create a whole person from a few details,
phenomenon presentism, the tendency to fill in gaps in our
researchers have to fill in those substantial gaps with asunderstanding of the past with information from the presumed knowledge about the past. And sometimes, when
sent. Presentism secretly and silently prevents us from acwe fill in those gaps, our present smuggles itself into the
curately understanding the past, because it plays on our depast.
sire to complete pictures with the information we have
In my recent research on Dr.
available to us, even if that inforGeorge Catlett (1828–1886), I
mation is anachronistic.
made two fundamental errors
I have a couple of slightly emwhen I assumed knowledge about
barrassing presentism anecdotes to
past context, and as a result, my
share, but first, let’s consider why
presentism obscured the past’s
context matters by examining an
delicious complexities. First, I
image: Gaetano Faillace’s iconic
incorrectly assumed that ninephoto of General Douglas MacArteenth-century American medithur returning to the Philippines.
cine was similar to modern mediI realize that most genealogical
cine. Second, I inferred that Dr.
researchers rarely work with such
Catlett’s appointment as superinfamous photos; in fact, some may
tendent at the State Lunatic Asyrarely work with photos at all, but
lum No. 2 indicated that former
this image will serve as a visual
Confederates like Dr. Catlett
illustration for the importance of
faced little oppression in Reconcontext. MacArthur (center,
General Douglas MacArthur wades ashore during ini- struction Missouri.
wearing sunglasses) is our historitial landings at Leyte, Philippine Islands

I

(Continued on page 2)
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Fortunately, my peers and mentors at the university
quickly and gently identified my inaccuracies. But best of
all, when I dug deeper into the historical literature and came
to genuinely understand Catlett’s context, I discovered that
Dr. Catlett was a far more interesting character than I had
ever imagined.
My personal obsession with Dr. Catlett, a man dead for
almost a hundred years at the time of my birth, started with
a trip to the Glore Psychiatric Museum in St. Joseph. I
found that a large trove of letters survived from Catlett’s
time as superintendent at then State Lunatic Asylum No. 2,
and I started to research the man who wrote the letters with
the intent to write my master’s thesis about his missives.
Catlett was a physician, and I was initially satisfied that
this title, “physician,”
was sufficient to understand his education and career. I assumed that, like
medicine today, nineteenth-century medicine was a fairly organized and lucrative
career – after all, it
seemed like a fair
assumption that doctors had always occupied a respected and
well-paid niche in the
American workforce.
Fortunately, a
mentor dismissed this
notion and informed
One of almost 400 Catlett letters in the
me that many competing medical theo- Glore Psychiatric Museum collection.
Original Document in the Collections of the
ries existed in the
Glore Psychiatric Museum/St. Joseph Munineteenth-century,
seums, St. Joseph, Missouri
and that by digging a
bit deeper, I could understand much more about Dr. Catlett’s professional context. I discovered that Dr. Catlett
completed a medical degree at Pennsylvania, and more importantly, that Philadelphia was the nineteenth-century
American medical mecca.
Intrigued, I continued to research medical education in
America during the time period, and I was shocked to discover that many types of doctors practiced during the nineteenth-century: homeopaths who believed in extreme dilutions, botanical doctors who used plant cures exclusively,
Thomsonian physicians who treated every illness with the
same escalating course of herbal treatments, and what we
would now consider conventional physicians. Norman
Gevitz’s work, Other Healers: Unorthodox Medicine in
America, was a portal into the diverse nineteenth-century
medical world that I had assumed was so much less interesting (so much more modern). In light of all this popular
nineteenth-century medical heterodoxy, Catlett’s choice to
Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society The JOURNAL

become a conventional, “regular physician” by attending
medical school in Philadelphia tells us about his commitment to tradition and orthodoxy.
Catlett’s decision to pursue a medical degree at Philadelphia also indicated that he ascribed to practice medicine as
a gentlemen physician. Medical careers were a way to
make money, but that money was uncertain, and I found
that in the nineteenth-century, attracting a wealthy clientele
was one of the few ways to assure a successful medical
practice.
Reading Daniel Kilbride’s article, Southern Medical
Students in Philadelphia, introduced me to the fascinating
world of elite medical education in antebellum America.
Students would learn not only their prescribed medical curriculum, but also a “social” curriculum that prepared them
for a seamless entry into Victorian America’s highly ritualized social world. If Catlett had only wanted a credential,
(Continued on page 3)
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he could have received a medical degree much closer to home, but instead
he chose Philadelphia. Now, I knew
that not only was Catlett interested in
medical orthodoxy, but also that he aspired to practice medicine at the highest
levels of society. Without delving
deeper into his medical education, I
would never have been able to situate
Dr. Catlett within his proper and intriguing medical context.
Beyond a shortsighted view of Catlett’s medical training, I also made a
pair of assumptions that led me to construct an erroneous image of post-war
Missouri. I knew Dr. Catlett lived in
St. Joseph before the Civil War, but I
had no idea where he lived in the war’s
immediate aftermath, when I could find
no city newspapers or city directories
for St. Joseph. [Editor’s note: The
NWMGS holds pre-Civil War City Directories.] With only Dr. Catlett’s prisoner of war parole
papers at hand, I was at a crossroads. Catlett’s prisoner of
war papers indicated that he still claimed St. Joseph as a
hometown, and I knew that Dr. Catlett became superintendent at the St. Joseph asylum in 1874, nine years after the
war. Without evidence of Catlett’s residence anywhere
else, I made a pair of errors: first, I assumed that Catlett
probably returned to his family in St. Joseph after the war.
Second, I compounded my first error by using his return as
evidence that Missouri, as a border state, did not punish
Confederates after the war.
An instructor swiftly corrected my second assumption,
that post-war Missouri was a former Confederate’s paradise. She was kind in her correction. Merely circling my
statements and suggesting that my “speculation” was perhaps inaccurate, she referred me to Aaron Astor’s Rebels
on the Border: Civil War, Emancipation, and The Reconstruction of Missouri and Kentucky. After reading a few
chapters of Rebels, I came to understand the gravity of my
misconception. Missouri immediately following the war
was under the thumb of Radical Republicans who were
unlikely to welcome a former Confederate with open
arms. Astor’s book also introduced me to his fascinating
argument for the existence of “belated confederates,” his
term for pro-slavery conservative Unionists who came to
feel deep sympathies for the Confederacy after the
war. Suffering from something akin to buyer’s remorse,
belated confederates saw the Radical Republicans force a
new constitution on Missouri in 1865. Black Missourians
were enfranchised under the new constitution while former
Confederates were legally banned from voting or holding
civil office, two moves that transformed racially conservative Unionists into belated confederates. To belated confederates, actual Confederates were something like heroes,
Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society The JOURNAL

possessing both the foresight and conviction to support the South during the
war. These after-the-fact belated Confederate sympathizers help explain
both the widespread appeal of “Lost
Cause” southern idealism, and also
why Missouri politics returned to conservatism after a few short years under
Radical Republican rule.
With the understanding that Missouri was no place for former Confederates after the war, I was not surprised when I later learned that Dr.
Catlett spent the first three years after
the war in Shreveport, Louisiana.
During the war, Catlett helped manage a Confederate Army hospital in
Shreveport, and after the war, he
stayed there and worked as a city physician. With a better understanding of
the post-war era from Astor’s book,
and new information about Catlett’s
whereabouts during that time, I began
to understand his journey. Dr. Catlett avoided contentious,
Radical Republican Missouri during the first years of reconstruction, but returned to St. Joseph when belated confederates had ejected Radical Republicans from power. In the
early years following the war, highlighting his service record would have been a questionable business decision, but
by 1868, when Catlett returned to Missouri, he felt confident enough about his military service record’s popular appeal that he mentioned his military practice in an early advertisement for his post-war St. Joseph medical practice.
So, how can tales of my assumption errors help with your
genealogical research? In each case, my presentism and
uninformed assumptions about the past led me to fill in
gaps in Dr. Catlett’s story with plausible but ultimately
mistaken information. By searching for context without
thoroughly considering what other historians had already
written, I was imagining a malformed wheel when someone
else had already invented the perfect wheel. To help other
genealogical researchers avoid my pitfalls, I offer the following advice:
 Try to identify presentism in your research – avoid the

assumption that professions, institutions, and activities in
the past are the same (or even remotely similar) to their
modern day equivalents. While some behaviors may be
largely unchanged over time, consider the possibility
that people’s motivations, remuneration, and social positions could have been radically different. For example, a
hand tailored custom-made suit is an ultra-luxury item
today, but even simple suits and shirts were measured
and made to order before standardization and mechanization popularized ready-to-wear clothing in the late
nineteenth-century. Therefore, owning a custom-made
(Continued on page 4)
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suit today suggests much greater wealth than it would
have in the mid-1800s.


Take available information and use it to cast a wide
research net. If your relative was a banker, search for
broad histories of banking and finance during your ancestor’s time. While the broad history will probably
not specifically mention your relatives, it will give you
a better idea what it was like to be a banker, and thus,
more insight into your ancestor’s life and context.



Use a broad history like an index, and treat the footnotes and bibliography as a gold-miner treats unexplored rock – scour the material for anything that
sounds like it might help you construct a more complete
context to understand your ancestor’s life. Working
from the general to the specific, use the notes and bibliography to help you find research that is more specific.



Do not be shy – reach out to the “experts” in the field
with any questions you might have about your ancestors, their careers, or family relations during the time.
Most historical authors are on the faculty at a college or
university, and they should have an institutional email
address available online at their schools’ websites.
From my experience, most historians are usually happy
to assist other researchers, or at least point them in the

right direction by recommending books, articles, or
other places to start. If one does not respond, try another.
Genealogical research is challenging, particularly when
researching individuals who left a smaller footprint on history than General MacArthur or even Dr. George Catlett.
Even for a famous subject like MacArthur, without proper
context, the triumphant return photograph is almost meaningless. I had to make do with fewer resources during my
research into Dr. Catlett than I would have if I had been
researching MacArthur, and I assume that I will make do
with even much less than that when I gather enough energy
to research my own family.
For example, my paternal great-grandfather’s occupation
is listed as “chicken [illegible]” on the 1920 Federal census.
By researching poultry production during the Great Warera, I might decipher the illegible word in my greatgrandpa’s occupation. Understanding context may unlock
great insights when researching those who left fewer historical clues. By discovering the contextual world around
our ancestors and avoiding creeping presentism, we can
recover knowledge about their lives and lived experiences
hidden in the historical context. For some figures, it may
be the only way to learn more about them than the few
words in a census record or other historical documents.
Now, if only I could track down my paternal great-greatgrandfather before classes and basketball season start up
again…..
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Another Nurse Florence
by Monica Schirmer Eshelman

N

St. Joseph News-Press

o one could have predicted the
success that Florence Bishop would
make of her life.
Born on a farm in Andrew county
in 1897, she attended country
schools for the first part of her life.
Her father died when she was only
eleven years old. An alcoholic stepfather followed, and then his suicide. But Florence, who never grew
over five feet tall, was determined to
get an education.
She lived with her grandparents, Peter and Margarithe
Bischoff, part of the time, and never missed a day of high
school except the day of her grandmother’s funeral.
Graduating from Savannah High School in 1916, Florence went on to nurse’s training at the Noyes Hospital in
St. Joseph, always working to pay her own way, since her
mother couldn’t support her.
Eventually, Florence got both a Bachelor of Arts and a
Bachelor of Science from the University of Missouri, and
thereafter worked in the nursing profession for 30 years.
She did not marry until her 40’s, traveled all over the
country, lived to be 94 years old, and never said a pessimistic word about her hard climb up from orphaned country girl to registered nurse. 

Florence first in line.

St. Joseph
Gazette
July 1,
1875
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Dr. Louis Joseph Dandurant
by Pamela Dandurant Montgomery

Postcard of the Ensworth Hospital, formerly Ensworth Medical College on the site of the later Missouri Methodist Hospital, where Dr.
Dandurant began his medical education. For a history of this hospital
and college, visit http://news.google.com/newspapers?
nid=VJOaslTFpLQC&dat=19310510&printsec=frontpage&hl=en,
then go to page 15.

A

lthough Dr. Louis J. Dandurant was an accomplished and respected physician in St. Joseph for 18 years,
he is locally famous for one thing: his death.
Dr. Dandurant was born in St. Joseph on March 2, 1875
to Wyeth harness maker Damas Dandurant and Rose
Anne (Clark) Dandurant. He grew up in the family home
at 1511 Frederick Ave. where he began his working life as
a bookkeeper at Garvey and Company (1895 St. Joseph
City Directory). According to an article in The Catholic
Tribune published directly following his death, Dr. Dandurant studied medicine in New York and Europe and
returned to St. Joseph to practice, becoming one of only
seven St. Joseph doctors to join the American College of
Surgery. At the time of his death, he was the president of
the Buchanan County Medical Society.
On October 4, 1910, he married Cecile Agnes Buddy
(sister of Bishop Charles F. Buddy). They had two children, Louis Jr., and Ann Elizabeth. His name can be found
(Continued on page 7)
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in the St. Joseph newspapers
throughout his career as he
fought for his patients’ rights
and strove to improve physicians’ associations.
Then, according to The Catholic Tribune #29, on August 1,
1920, Dr. Dandurant, his wife,
his seven-year-old son and twoyear-old daughter, and two
friends, Mr. and Mrs. Glenn A.
Stowe, were returning from a
Bishop
house party in Leavenworth,
Charles F. Buddy
Kansas, in the Dandurants’
Buick limousine. Suddenly, the
car Dr. Dandurant was driving slipped off the twelve-foot
river bank and plunged into the swollen Missouri River,
which had washed out part of the road. Mrs. Stowe escaped the vehicle and made it to the bank with help from
her husband. Mrs. Dandurant also escaped, clinging
to her two-year-old daughter Ann Elizabeth. Dr.
Dandurant and his son
Louis Jr. were drowned.
Ironically, the survivors
gathered nearby at Rushville, the hometown of the
author, Dr. Dandurant’s
first cousin twice removed,
born 30 years after the tragedy.
After numerous diving
attempts and dynamiting of
the area (St. Joseph NewsPress Aug. 3, 1920), the
body of Louis Jr. was recovered on August 4 near
Atchison, Kansas, by Dr.
Dandurant’s brother-inlaw Edmond Schott
(husband of Sophia DanduThe only known photo of Louis J.
rant Schott); the doctor’s
Dandurant, Jr. from The Catholic
body was not recovered
Tribune #29
until two months later,
found on a sandbar near Oak Mills, Kansas. (The Catholic
Tribune)
The baby Ann Elizabeth grew up to become a social
worker who received many awards and accolades. She is
responsible for establishing today’s Child Abuse Hot Line,
practicing her career near St. Louis, where many of the
Dandurants had settled in the early 19th Century. She
died December 18, 1989, leaving her body to science.
Probate records show the cost of recovering Dr. Dandurant’s body was $1,500. Among the items left to his wife
was “1 wreck auto machine” worth $300, a Buick limousine. 
Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society The JOURNAL
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Dr. Minnie Rose
by Juanita Haskins

Rose Wihlminnie

of her younger siblings before
her father remarried. Minnie
Rose, as her baptismal
never married but did adopt a
certificate shows her full
child, Ida, born August 3,
name, was born of immi1910; Ida died in 1931.
grant parents June 4, 1870
Minnie’s early education
in St. Joseph, Missouri.
was at the German-American
Her parents were Georg
School in St. Joseph, located
Freidrich Rose and Maria
on the southeast corner of 10th
Katharina (Ganschirt)
and Felix Streets. All of the
Rose. Georg was born in
Rose children spoke only GerDeyhernfurth, Silesia,
man until they went to school.
Germany (Prussia), and
Their mother never learned
Maria Katharina Ganshirt
English. Minnie probably had
in Mahlberg, Baden, Ofno high school training. She
fenburg, Germany (near
took her nursing training at Dr. Ida Minnie Rose (Aug. 1,
the Southern boundary
1910—Aug. 4, 1931), adopted
J. A. French’s School of
with France). Georg and
Nursing, graduating some time daughter of Dr. Rose Minnie
Rose, who attended her death.
Maria met in St. Joseph,
Minnie Rose graduates from the
in the 1890’s. According to
Missouri, and married
French School of Nursing, St. Jothe St. Joseph City Directory,
there on August 14, 1860. seph, MO in “The Gay Nineties”
Dr. French had a hospital called the St. Joseph Private
Rose Minnie Rose was
Hospital. This is probably where the nursing school was
the sixth child of Georg and Maria. Minnie’s sister, Emma
located. The address was 402-408 S. 8th Street. Her mediCaroline (Rose) Cole, was my grandmother. Minnie was
cal training was received at the Barnes Medical College in
only five when her mother died, and 15 when her father
St. Louis, located at 13th and Chestnut Streets. It was assodied. The oldest daughter Mary was around eleven at the
ciates with Centenary Hospital, built in 1895 at Lawton
time of their mother’s death, and she apparently took care
and Garrison Avenues. Minnie graduated from medical
school May 10, 1907.
Although Elizabeth
Blackwell was the first
woman to graduate
from medical school in
the United States in
1849, very few women
were accepted into
early medical schools.
Barnes graduated
about a dozen by 1910.
The article Women in
Health Sciences from
the Bernard Becker
Medical Library of
Washington University
School of Medicine,
St. Louis, tells the history of Barnes Medical College and lists all
its women graduates,
from 1904 to 1910.
Rose
Minnie Rose is
Rose Family c. 1900-1903
listed
there.
Emma and Anson are the author’s grandparents.
After graduating as
Henry Rose, William Rose, Anson D. Cole, Charles F. Rose, Mary Rose, Rose Minnie Rose, Emma Rose Cole.
a trained nurse, Minnie
Children: Esther E. Cole and Katherine E. Cole (mother of the author.)
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first worked at the Asylum No. 2 (later the St. Joseph State
Hospital No. 2). She was later head nurse at Mayfield
Sanitarium, St. Louis. At the Farmington Sanitarium in
Farmington, Missouri, she was superintendent of nurses.
Also with her in St. Louis was her oldest sister Mary
Katherine Rose, from July 12, 1966 to August 10, 1967.
Mary was a business manager at both the Mayfield and
Farmington Sanitariums. Dr. W. H. Mayfield served on
both staffs.
After a long and successful career, Dr. Rose died March
12, 1957 in Robertson, Missouri, a suburb near St. Louis.


Dubuque Telegraph-Herald, September 30, 1903
St. Joseph News-Press, October 13, 1922

1895 St. Joseph City Directory, p. 32
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home of Catherine’s daughter, Elizaery. Male physicians would call Docbeth Vosteen Gross, and her husband
toress Vosteen to assist with difficult
John. The Gross family lived updeliveries. Her fee was $5 per baby,
stairs, and Gross Groceries operated
but sometimes she was paid with
on the bottom level. During its time,
chickens, and sometimes she would
Gross Groceries was considered one
not be paid until she had delivered the
of the finest grocery stores in St. Jothird or fourth baby in a family.
seph.
Doctoress Vosteen reached her paA very spiritual person, Catherine
tients by horse and buggy, delivering
felt she had extra sensory perception,
hundreds of babies in the St. Joseph
and often had premonitions. She
area. One very foggy evening, while
once had a dream that her sister Tanta
on her way to deliver a baby, her horse reared back and
Garite had died in Germany. She wrote down the exact
stopped. As it turned out, the Doctoress had lost her way,
time and date and later received word by boat that her sisand her buggy was poised to plummet over the edge of
ter had died at the exact time she had written down.
Wyeth Hill, overlooking the Missouri River. Doctoress
Like many women of the era, Catherine was a great adVosteen felt that the hand of God had stretched down and
mirer of Queen Victoria and wore her hair like the Queen’s
stopped the horse.
in her formal pictures.
Her family regularly attended the German Methodist
Doctoress Vosteen is listed in the St. Joseph City DirecChurch at Third and Robidoux Streets. German continued
tory in 1871 as a midwife and John Vosteen as a brickto be often spoken in her home.
layer. In 1873, only John is listed, as a Bricklayer. NeiWork was still difficult to find, so John Vosteen somether is listed in 1874. In 1878, the Doctoress is listed as a
times worked in St. Louis for six months then returning to
midwife at 315 South Sixth Street. In 1889, she is listed as
St. Joseph to work for six months, doing brick work.
a midwife. In 1892, she is listed as Mrs. C. E. Vosteen,
While at home, he would scare and delight his children by
physician. In 1894, she is listed as a midwife. In 1900, she
pulling the tablecloth off the table while the dishes were
is listed as Mrs. Elizabeth Vosteen, physician. In 1910,
still on it.
she is listed as a widow. She is not listed in 1911 or 1912.
However, their home life was not idyllic. After a particularly bad quarrel between Catherine and John, he left for St.
Louis and did not return. Then, in 1881,
Catherine was shocked to find an ad in
the St. Joseph paper asking for anyone
related to John Vosteen to pay his debts.
Mr. Vosteen was also keeping a family
in St. Louis. Sensing that one wife had
found out about the other, Mr. Vosteen
tied a large block to his ankle, and
jumped off a St. Louis bridge into the
Mississippi River. Catherine neither paid
his debts nor collected his body.
After John’s death, Catherine and her
daughters made their home at 913 North
Second Street in St. Joseph in a home
designed as an urban townhouse duplex
in the High Victorian style. The abstract
for the home begins on May 1, 1846,
with Grantor-- the United States of
America, as a land grant from President
Polk to the Robidoux family. The house
Painting of the Vosteen home, by Earl Steuart Brown (spelling taken from painting)
was built in 1865, and Doctoress Vosteen was the fourth owner. Her diploma of Midwives and
Doctoress Catherine Vosteen died on August 19, 1913,
Physicians hung inside her office door. Later her son-inin the home of her daughter Elizabeth Vosteen Gross, 903
law Jacob Hauck, businessman and founder of the Hauck
North Sixth Street in St. Joseph, Missouri. She was surMilling Company, lived there. His business was located at
vived by four children. In addition to Elizabeth Vosteen
the end of the block in the 900 block of North Second
Gross (John), she was also survived by children Mrs. MilStreet. Next door, at 911 North Second Street, was the
(Continued on page 11)
(Mrs. Vosteen continued from page 2)
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lie Hauck (Charles), Mrs. Alma Steffans (Fred), and Mrs.
Dena Eulich (John). She was also survived by 14 grandchildren. Of her children, Millie Hauck’s son-in-law
(Porter Jarvis) was president of Swift and Company; Dena
was a seamstress whose son attended Engineering College
in Rolla, Missouri, and became a diamond miner in Africa
and South America. Ironically, Catherine’s death certificate lists her occupation as “housewife.”
Doctoress Vosteen was laid to rest in Mount Mora
Cemetery in St. Joseph, just behind the caretaker’s home.
Her daughter Elizabeth Vosteen Gross and husband John
were later laid to rest next to her at Mount Mora and along
with granddaughter Millie Vosteen Gross and other relatives.
In 1982, Doctoress Vosteen’s home at 913 North Second
was placed on the National Register of Historic Places.
Mrs. Virginia E. Buck had made the nomination in hopes
that it would save it from being torn down in the future. In
addition to being of significance because it was the former
home of Doctoress Vosteen, it had also been the location
of the St. Joseph Doll Museum until a fire prompted the
museum’s move. On her deathbed, Mrs. Buck asked her
niece by marriage, to whom she had deeded the home, to
promise she would save the residence because of its historical significance. However, shortly after Mrs. Buck’s
passing, the home was put up for auction. A great-greatgranddaughter tried with the help of Mrs. Barbara Ide to

Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society The JOURNAL

save the home from demolition, but the owners of Wire
Rope bought the property and promptly had it torn down.
To this day, nothing stands on the lot where the house once
stood. 

St. Joseph Daily Gazette, January 1, 1869
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What Did Great-Grandpa Die Of?
by Kelly Alvarado

Finding out why, or how, our ancestors died is just as
intriguing for most genealogists as finding the actual date.
We just have to know. It’s part of the story we like to tell.
It seems rather incomplete to just say the date—we want to
be able to finish the sentence with the cause of death too.
Unfortunately, even in if you are lucky enough to find
a headstone or obituary to give you the date of death, the
WHY may still elude you. Unless a crime was involved,
you’ll very seldom find the cause of death listed in an
obituary. A family bible might say, but more often it
won’t. A letter to relatives informing them of the passing,
and potentially the cause, is a wonderful treasure to behold,
if you can find one. And the list of possible sources goes
on and on, but for the vast majority of our family only a
true death certificate will give the medical reason for death.
But believe it or not, it is possible to find an official
death record that lists the cause of death and STILL not
know what the cause of death is. Like many things, the
names of diseases have changed over time and what was
common in the 1800’s was unusual by the 1900’s, and
downright obsolete to us now. Lucky for us, though, several websites have compiled information on the “old” disease names and our “modern” equivalent. Below is a list
of just a few, followed by several websites that have more
extensive lists you may want to visit.
Ague ................................. malarial fever
American plague .............. yellow fever
Apoplexy .......................... paralysis due to stroke
Atrophy ............................ wasting away
Bad blood ......................... syphilis
Brain fever ....................... meningitis
Bronze John ..................... yellow fever
Camp fever ....................... typhus
Child bed fever................. infection following child birth
Confinement........ died of, or shortly after childbirth
Congestive fever .............. malaria
Cramp colic ...................... appendicitis
Cystitis ............................. inflammation of the bladder
Decrepitude ...................... feebleness due to old age
Dentition .......................... cutting of teeth
Dropsy .......... edema, often caused by kidney or heart
disease
Dry bellyache ................... lead poisoning
Epitaxis ............................ nose bleed
Falling sickness ................ epilepsy
French pox ....................... syphilis
Great pox.......................... syphilis
Grocer’s itch...... skin disease caused by mites in
sugar or flour
Horrors ............................. delirium tremens
Hydrocephalus ................. water on the brain
Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society The JOURNAL

Infantile paralysis ............. polio
Jail fever ........................... typhus
Lockjaw ............. tetanus or infectious disease of the neck/
jaw
Lung fever ........................ pneumonia
Lying in ............................ time of delivery of infant
Miasma .............. poisonous vapors thought to infect the air
Nostalgia .......................... homesickness
Pemphigus ........................ skin disease of watery blisters
Phthiriasis ......................... lice infestation
Pleurisy.............. any pain in the chest area with each
breath
Pott’s disease .................... Tuberculosis of spine
Puerperal exhaustion ........ death due to childbirth
Quinsy .............................. tonsillitis
Remitting fever................. malaria
Rose cold .......................... hay fever or symptoms of allergy
Rubeola ............................ German measles
Scrivener’s palsy .............. writer’s cramp
Screws .............................. rheumatism
Spotted fever .................... typhus or meningitis
St. Vitas dance
(viper’s dance) ............. ceaseless occurrence of involuntary rapid complex jerking movements
Stranger’s fever ................ yellow fever
Worm fit ........................... convulsions associated with
teething, worms, elevated temperature or diarrhea
References
1. http://www.disease.pricklytree.co.uk/
2. http://www.hawaii.edu/hivandaids/Old%20Disease%
20Names%20And%20Their%20Modern%
20Definitions.pdf
3. http://www.usgennet.org/usa/ar/county/greene/
olddiseases1.htm
http://www.afhs.ab.ca/data/old_diseases.html 
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Unraveling Errors on Official Documents
by James D. (Jack) Quinn and Pamela Dandurant Montgomery

Early in my career as an amateur genealogist, I made
contact with a cousin in Utah whom I had encountered
through an online search. (Some seven years later, I still
have not met her in person.) She sent me a lot of information about the Quinn side of my family, which was the line
that I knew the least about. One of the items that she sent
was the copy of a photo of our great-grandfather, identified
as Michael Quinn, and his three sons: (1) our grandfather,
John Francis Quinn; (2) Dr. Joseph Patrick Quinn; and (3)
Thomas J. Quinn. The family portrait had been taken in
Ireland, and the names of the Quinn family members had
been annotated on the photo. In addition, I received from
her several pages of typewritten stories, most of which
were based on information reportedly provided by a genealogist several
years ago to a
Quinn family
member of the
previous generation.
A few years
later, I received
a clean, reproducible copy of
the same photo
from another
cousin in Colorado, without
the annotation.

married an Ellen Spain, who ultimately had thirteen children.
Being somewhat of a skeptical nature, I noted eight sons
among the above thirteen children, but not one of them had
been given a first or middle name of Michael. I recognized
that this was not consistent with the naming system normally adopted by the Irish, in which the eldest son is usually assigned the given name of the paternal grandfather.
Furthermore, two of the sons had been given the first name
of John. Additionally, because John Francis had joined in
the family photo with his father, I concluded no evidence of
family rift. However, I had no record or other data at the
time to support the validity of any name other than Michael
for our great-grandfather.
A break came in November 2010. The cousin in Colorado had been searching for records online and had come
across a baptism record for someone who appeared to be
our grandfather, John Francis Quinn. The last name had a
trailing e, but that was not a major problem. The mother’s
name specified on the record was Rose Quigley, which was
the name that our family records show. However, the father was listed as John Quinne, not Michael. I later found
two other baptism records on the same site, one for a Joseph Quinn and one for a Thomas Quinn, close to the date
expected, and both listed the father as John Quinn, and the
mother as Rose Quigley or Corely (the latter appears to
have been an indexing error). These records gave strong
support to the conclusion that the name of the greatgrandfather had been John Quinn. However, the applicability of the records was not 100% certain, because the bap-

Quinn Family
County Mayo, Ireland
However, I again received the same set of
stories, which included the identification
of the individuals in the photo as greatgrandfather Michael, grandfather John
Francis, Dr. Joseph Patrick, and Thomas
J. Quinn. In about 1883, not many years
after that photo was taken, our grandfather, John Francis Quinn, and his
brother, Thomas J. Quinn, had immigrated to the U.S., and wound up in St.
Joseph, MO. There, John Francis Quinn
Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society The JOURNAL
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tism dates were not exactly as anticipated, and the apparent
indexing error in the name of the mother muddied the waters. A transcribed summary of these records appears on the
previous page.
A much more positive record (above) was encountered

this Michael Quinn with a son named John F. Quinn
would readily explain how the genealogist could have been
misled into believing that he had been the father of John
Francis Quinn.
(Continued on page 15)

last year (2012) while searching with a new-found second
cousin in England. She and I had established the fact that
my granduncle, Dr. Joseph Patrick Quinn, was her greatgrandfather. On a trip to Dublin, Ireland, this cousin located the marriage record of her grandfather, Joseph P.
Quinn and Mary Kennedy. The name of Joseph’s father
was listed as John Quinn.
Within the past few weeks,
the scenario that probably led
to the incorrect name has been
identified. It was found that a
Michael Quinn family had
resided in St. Joseph as early
as 1860, about twenty-five
years before our paternal
grandfather, John Francis
Quinn arrived. This Michael
Quinn was about one generation older than our grandfather.
He and wife Mary had four children, one of whom was a
son named John F. Quinn, of near the same age as our
grandfather, John Francis Quinn. In addition, a family
connection seemed to exist between these two Quinn lines.
According to the St. Joseph city directories, members of
both Quinn lines were living in the same household one
year (1887), and next-door to each other in a subsequent
year (1888).
It is quite likely, then, that this Michael Quinn may have
been the brother of great-grandfather John Quinn of
County Mayo. This is still an unproven assumption which
I am researching. However, the presence in St. Joseph of

St. Joseph Gazette, July 1, 1875
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Conclusion: Accept all family “records” with reservation. Check such records against known valid sources.

sus. There is reason to believe that she may have died at a
young age, apparently as did all of the Spain children, except Maggie and Ellen. In the 1870 census, Pat Spain was
listed as a Blacksmith. I later located St. Joseph city directory records and a Sanborn fire map of his blacksmith
shop and adjoining home on Angelique St.
A letter from the St. Joseph Cathedral dated 2 Nov 1977,
listed the baptism dates for four of the Spain children

The Case of Spain & Rynn

A few years ago, in my search for the parents of my
paternal grandmother, Ellen
Spain Quinn, I encountered
records that led me astray for
several months. From other
records, I knew that the parents
of my paternal grandmother
had been Patrick Spain and
Mary Rynn. Two of the records that helped create the
problem had been found via
FamilySearch.org and are
posted below. These records
indicate that Patrick and Mary
had been married in St. Joseph,
MO in 1863, and that their first
child, Maggie, had been born
in St. Joseph in 1864.
I had found an 1860 U.S. census record for St. Joseph,
MO, listing Patrick Spain living in the household of his
brother, Thomas Spain. Later, I located an 1870 U.S. census record in St. Joseph (shown below) that listed Patrick
Spain (age 37, born in Ireland), wife Mary (age 27, born in
Kansas), and daughters Maggie (age 6) and Ellen (age 2),
both born in Missouri. The date and place of birth for the
two girls agreed with what was on the LDS Family Group
Record.
The daughter named Mary Jane that was listed on the
LDS Family Group Record was not listed in the 1870 cen-

Spain - Ft. Leavenworth, KS - 1865

listed on the LDS Family Group Record. The two sets of
dates were in agreement. However, the name of Maggie
Spain was not listed in the letter. It was later learned that
there had been another son, William Spain, born in St. Joseph in December 1872, who had been baptized at the Immaculate Conception Church, and thus did not appear on
the St. Joseph Cathedral list, nor on the LDS record.
The two missing records of interest were the marriage record for Pat Spain & Mary Rynn, and the baptism record
for Maggie Spain, who we now knew had been born about
1864. I requested and obtained a search of all Catholic
Church records in northwest Missouri by the archivist at
the Kansas City-St. Joseph Diocese
office in Kansas City. The search
failed to produce the records of interest.
I had noted that the 1870
census had listed Kansas as the birthplace of Mary Rynn. The archivist and
I concluded that the marriage, and
Maggie’s birth, may have taken place
in Kansas, in spite of what was stated
in the LDS records and in the 1870
U.S. census record. A contact was attempted with the archivist in northeastern Kansas, but there was little response from that source.
One night, several months later,
while browsing through the on-line Ancestry.com record files, I happened to
notice that the state of Kansas had conducted a mid-decade census on 11 July
1865. A mid-decade state census is not
(Continued on page 16)

Spain - Marriage Record (1863) and Baptism Record (1864)
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all that common, but was done in many states following the
end of the U.S. Civil War in April 1865. I accessed that
census file and did a search on the name of Patrick Spain.
To my great delight, I located a record taken at the Ft.
Leavenworth Military Reserve listing a Pat Spain. Also
listed with him was an indecipherable name (probably
Mrs.), and a six-month old daughter named Maggie—the
known name of the daughter I had been seeking. It should
be noted on the following page that the birthplace of
Maggie was stated as Kansas in this 1865 Kansas census
record.
The age of this Pat Spain was given as 28 years, reasonably close to the expected age; his nativity was stated as
Ireland (excellent); and his occupation was stated as Blacksmith (great!). This surely must be my Pat Spain. I did
some other searches of military records, but with no success in finding a Patrick Spain. I concluded that he must
have been a civilian contractor employee who was working
mainly as a horse shoer with the cavalry units at Ft.
Leavenworth, Kansas during the U.S. Civil War.
With this census information in hand, I contacted a genealogy volunteer in Leavenworth, Kansas. I wanted to locate
a marriage record for a Patrick Spain and a Mary Rynn,
who were Catholic, in or near Leavenworth, Kansas, dated
between July 1860 (the last time that Pat Spain was known
to be in St. Joseph, Missouri), and July 1865 (when he was
residing in Ft. Leavenworth, Kansas). The volunteer contacted me by email a few days later, stating that he had
found a book in the city library of Leavenworth, Kansas
entitled Immaculate Conception Marriage Index
11/25/1855 to 4/30/1913 compiled by the Leavenworth
Genealogical Society. The book contained an entry dated
27 December 1863 for the marriage of a Patrick Spane and
a Mary Ryan. The spelling of the names was a little off,
but still close enough to merit further investigation.
I then wrote a letter of inquiry to the Immaculate Conception Church in Leavenworth, Kansas to request that they
search their records for evidence of the Spain-Rynn marriage and the Maggie Spain baptism. I soon received a
reply from the secretary of the Immaculate Conception Parish. She sent me a photocopy of the ledger entry dated 27
December 1863 for the marriage of Patrick Spane and
Mary Rynn, and a copy of a ledger entry dated 21 December 1864 for the baptism of Margaret Spain, daughter of
Patrick Spain and Mary Rynn. A copy of each of these
two records is presented on the previous page:
Conclusion: It is essential to double-check all records. I
am not sure where the problem originated in this case, but
it quite likely may have been with the 1870 census record.
The LDS FamilySearch records were created from a submittal by someone who probably derived the information
from that faulty census record. With the incorrect place of
birth for Maggie Spain given in the 1870 census record, it
was easy to falsely assume that the marriage had also taken
place in St. Joseph, MO.

Twisted Lines

We want to believe—oh how we want to believe—that
official documents are true, valid, correct, and infallible.
But—they are not, a fact that genealogists must accept and
use in their quest for the truth. I have come across egregious errors on official documents many times, and will
share these three with readers.
I have researched the Dandurant side of my family thoroughly enough to have found several previously unknown
cousins living right in St. Joseph, so I had many avenues of
corroboration to dispute information on the official death
certificate of Frances Sophia Dandurant Schott. When I
found her death certificate on the Missouri Digital Heritage
website (http://www.sos.mo.gov/archives/resources/
birthdeath/), I knew the document showed the wrong father. I’ve found that informants are not always right in
their information, even though they are the closest possible
relative to the deceased. In this example, the informant is
Edmond Schott, husband of the deceased, yet he gave
Sophia’s uncle’s name as her father. Thomas, listed as her
father, was actually her father’s brother. Her father was
Damas X. Dandurant. The error was corroborated by direct descendants of both Thomas and Damas, and many
other records exist that show Damas as Frances Sophia’s
father, such as Catholic Church record of the marriage of
Damas Dandurant and Rosanne Clark, and the baptismal
record of Frances Sophia. These Church records figure
heavily in correcting other official document errors as well.
Many times, we are not lucky enough to have living relatives to consult on errors. Years ago, I found a marriage
record in the original Buchanan County marriage books at
the NWMGS library, for John B. Dandurant and Ursula
Leviense (spelling uncertain). Later, when Ancestry.com
obtained the original image of that record, I downloaded it
(image on next page). Its date is April 16, 1876, in Buchanan County.
As I continued related research over the years, I kept
finding evidence that conflicted with this official Buchanan
County record. For example, the next census after their
marriage, 1880, shows John married to a woman named
Clara, yet I could find no death record for Ursula and no
marriage record for John and Clara.
Then, I began corresponding with Jack Quinn about
getting sacrament records from the Catholic Church to fill
in the many gaps in my genealogy and resolve conflicts.
Jack has a long-standing friendship with a contact in the
Kansas City Diocese, where all the St. Joseph historical
records are kept, so he emailed my questions to his contact.
A few days later, I was provided with all the Dandurant
records they had, and there was John’s marriage to “Clara”:
JOHN BAPTIST DANDURANT MARRIED: CLARENDA LE CROIS
16 APRIL 1876, CATHEDRAL, ST. JOSEPH, MISSOURI.
(Continued on page 17)
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The date of their marriage
confirmed that the marriage
recorded in the official marriage record of Buchanan
County was one in the
same, and it was in error.
This experience has taught
me that church records may
be more accurate than public records. I speculate that
this is because the Catholic
Church regards keeping
these records as a sacrament, and so may be more
exacting in their recording
than a public servant who
might be watching the
clock.
But who was this Ursula?
The same document from
the Diocese provided the
answer: HIS PARENTS
WERE JOHN BAPTIST
DANDURANT AND
URSULA LALERSEE
(these typed transcripts note
that handwriting is sometimes not clear). So, the
woman named as John’s
bride in the official Buchanan County record was
actually his mother, according to the Church. While
that was good evidence, I really
yearned for more corroboration,
because it all seemed so peculiar,
but having no idea what to do, I
simply Googled Dandurant, and
almost magically, I found the site
Genealogy of Canada at http://
nosorigines.qc.ca/
genealogieSearch.aspx?lng=en.
Searching there, I found all the
marriage records of the Dandurant family (then spelled Dandurand). The Dandurand who was
most likely to have been John’s
father was Jean-Baptiste (a name
thoroughly recycled through the
generations), who married twice:
first to Houle Veronique and then
to Ursule Lefebvre. The name
Ursule occurs only once in the
entire marriage record, and the
last name Lefebvre, having gone

Buchanan County marriage records, 1876
Housed at NWMGS Library

(Continued on page 18)
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through handwriting analysis and a language barrier, is
close to Lalersee and Leviense. Neither Lalersee nor
Leviense came up using the Soundex search in the Canadian site.
So, given all this evidence, and the fact that John B. Dandurant’s marriage record does not occur in Canada, I draw
these conclusions: (1) this Ursule and the Ursula in the
Buchanan County record and the Ursula in the Church record are one in the same woman, (2) John B. Dandurant is
the son of Jean-Baptiste Dandurand and Ursule Lefebvre,
(3) John married his Canadian first wife in the United
States, probably St. Louis, where their first son was born,
and (4) when the Buchanan County clerk asked John what
his second bride’s name was, he may not have understood

the question, since he may not have spoken much English,
and he gave his mother’s name instead. While this sounds
peculiar, it’s a nice segue into the next error, where generations are again intertwined.
Witness this death certificate and the informant’s information below. This is the death certificate of my infant
uncle, my mother’s brother. The child’s father was the informant, and yes, his name really was Pearl E. Willis; Pearl
was not an unusual name for a male then, but in later years,
he adopted his middle name Edwin. But instead of providing the name of the dead infant’s mother (Eva Lorene
King), he gave the name of his own mother, N. E. Simpson
(Nancy Ellen Simpson). I can see how this might happen
when the interviewer asked the question, “What’s the
mother’s maiden name?” My grandfather may have heard,
“What’s your mother’s maiden name?”, and being compliNorthwest Missouri Genealogical Society The JOURNAL

ant in his grief, he answered the question he thought he
heard.
So the lessons learned here are to take every official
document with a grain of salt, and always seek corroborating evidence, especially if something just doesn’t seem to
make sense. Although it’s a hard pill to swallow, “official
document” does not always mean “correct document.” 

Correcting Errors
on Missouri Death Certificates
by Pamela Dandurant Montgomery

When you find an error on an original death certificate,
you can contact the Bureau of Vital Records to request a
correction. According to the Reference Department of the Missouri State Archives, only the
original creator of the record has the authority to
change an original record. At first, this might
seem like a stumbling block, since the “original
creator” is probably dead. But in this case, the
Missouri State Archives defines “original record
creator” as the Department of Health, Bureau of
Vital Records, not the person or persons who
originally signed and/or filled out the certificate.
To begin correcting the record, call the Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services
at 573-751-6378; staff there will help you determine what documentation you will need in order
to substantiate the error. Once the Bureau of Vital Records has everything it needs, their staff
will type your correction directly onto the original
certificate, making a strike-through over the incorrect information and typing the correct information either just above or beside it. The incorrect information will still be visible through the
strikethrough. A notation will be made on the
side of the certificate showing that it has been
amended, the date it was amended, and the evidence that was used to make the correction.
If the Health Department issues an amended
certificate, the Department will send that amended certificate to the Missouri State Archives, whose staff will then
scan it and replace the one that is viewable online. The Archives will also correct their index if the changed information requires it, for example, if the name of the decedent is
spelled wrong.
If you find an error in the online index (for example, if the
spelling of the name on the certificate doesn’t match what’s
in the Missouri Digital Heritage database), send an email to
the Archives at mailto:archref@sos.mo.gov with the name,
year, and certificate number of the death certificate and explain what needs to be corrected. Archives staff will review
your suggestion and if they can corroborate your claim, they
will correct the index.
Information in this article courtesy of the staff at the Reference Department of the Missouri State Archives. 
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Circuit Court and Vital Statistics Recording
by Kelly Alvarado

W

hy are some marriages bunched together in Buchanan
County marriage records, like the ones at the bottom of this example?
Some ministers of the gospel, primarily those who lived in
town or near the courthouse, would record the marriages they
performed on a regular basis. However, some, primarily those
who lived way outside town and only came near the courthouse
every couple of months because of weather and road conditions,
would go to the court and register all of the ceremonies they had
performed all at once. On the sample Dandurant page, look at
the dates the ceremony took place, and then look at the bottom
where it shows the date they were recorded with the
county. All those on that list were most likely citizens of outlying areas.
My home state of Michigan had “birth registration” days,
such as the first Monday of the month in April and May, then
again in October and November. Parents had to go to town and
register the birth of their children on those days only. In the
days of traveling judges and clerks, that is how the county was
covered for all legal matters, hence the name “circuit court,”
which we retain today.
We can find announcements in old newspapers showing what
day the clerk would be in what part of the county. The log
books sometimes have 60 entries for one day, especially the
April and May pages. As the towns became more settled, the
court would record events on the first day of each month, but
the farmers still didn’t rush to town to register their children—
that depended on the crops and other chores to be done on the
farm. 
St. Joseph Gazette, November 11, 1902

St. Joseph Gazette, July 1, 1875

St. Joseph Gazette, November 11, 1902

St. Joseph News and Press, February 6, 1904
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St. Joseph State Hospital #2: A Home for the “Minds Diseased”
by Kelly Alvarado

When we think about the medical
institutions that have existed throughout the history of the St. Joseph area,
one of the first that will surely come to
mind is the State Hospital #2. Portions
of the institute are still in use today,
and of course St. Joseph Museums, Inc.
has done an admirable job of preserving much of the history. Thousands of
people passed through the institution
throughout its 140-year history.
The NWMGS and the museum regularly receive inquiries about these patients, usually as researchers find a
death certificate listing the hospital as
the deceased’s last residence. In turn,
they want to know more about the institution itself. In response to the many
inquiries, the museum created a booklet that gives an excellent overview of
the history of State Hospital #2. Following is a synopsis of that book, entitled A Home for the Minds Diseased.
The treatment of the mentally ill in
the United States was horrendous during the early half of the nineteenth century, as patients were often considered
to be less than human and abused. At
that time, the understanding of mental
illness was, of course, a far cry from
what we understand now. Major
changes in the system began in 1844

when Dorothea Dix studied the problem and convinced the Massachusetts
legislature to appropriate money for the
treatment of the mentally ill. Soon
every state east of the Mississippi was
using her ideas as a model for their own
systems. Dr. Thomas Kirkbride, superintendent of the Pennsylvania Hospital for the Insane, created a new system that combined the treatment plan
along with the physical surroundings of
imposing structures. This would be
called the Kirkbride Plan.
The State Lunatic Asylum No. 2 that
opened November 9, 1874 followed the
Kirkbride Plan. Under the direction of
Dr. George Catlett, a veteran of the
Civil War, Confederate Army, the new
hospital grew substantially in the first
two years – exceeding its expected
population by nearly 10%. The Missouri General Assembly quickly appropriated more funds for the tools and
supplies the hospital needed.
The hospital was a large friendly
place, with a variety of entertainment
and social activities for the patients.
Violent patients were restrained, of
course, but the rest were free to roam
about the spacious grounds. January of
1879 saw a large fire in the east wing of
the asylum. The staff fought the flames
for over an hour before giving up. All
patients and staff were evacuated
safely. By 1880 a new structure had
been built upon the grounds to replace
the lost building. This time two 5,000
gallon water reservoirs were included.
New amenities were also added, including a bowling alley and billiard tables.
The hospital was really a very large,
mostly self-sufficient institute, with
farming operations growing fruit and
nut trees, field crops of wheat and soybeans, and even barns full of horses,
cattle, hogs and poultry. Eventually a
pond was dug on the grounds and ice
was cut from it and stored on the
grounds as well. A greenhouse was
built in order to provide plants for the
wards and halls. A pathology lab was
added in 1887, along with phone lines
to connect the facility to the still distant
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town of St. Joseph and the larger world
beyond. These latest improvements
were overseen by the second superintendent, Dr. R. E. Smith, who served
for four years.
From 1890 to 1907 Dr. Charles R.
Woodson was the third superintendent
and brought the hospital many major
improvements. The idea of patients
with communicable diseases being
separated from the remainder of the
population was a new idea and to that
end Dr. Woodson oversaw the addition of the Detached Hospital Building,
with a capacity of 120. The 1893 typhoid fever outbreak soon proved that
a building of this type was a necessity.
Dr. Woodson was also successful in
adding a sewer line and electricity to
the hospital grounds by 1897.
Therapies for the patients, and the
overall understanding of mental illness
as a whole, underwent major changes
during this time. Locks came off doors
to allow for more freedom, and the
addition of electricity meant the
kitchen could be open for the occasional midnight meal, and lights could
be turned on in the toilet rooms.
Training for the nurses was dramatically improved, giving the staff a better understanding of their patients’
needs.
In earlier days, an Asylum was
meant to be a sanctuary, but by 1903
the word had earned a negative connotation and the hospital’s name was
changed accordingly, to State Hospital
#2. In 1907 the newest superintendent
was Dr. W. F. Kuhn, who implemented programs with particular emphasis on physical activity. Hundreds
of patients were marched around the
grounds, at least one mile a day.
Fewer restraints were used and more
tasks with physical activity were incorporated into patients’ daily lives. The
practice of having female nurses on the
male wards was begun, and quickly
showed positive results – the male patients showed improvement in their
hygiene and behavior with their new(Continued on page 21)
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(St. Joseph continued from page 20)

found daily contact with the opposite
sex. The hospital gained even further
independence with the addition of a
morgue, and more barns for cattle and
chickens. Patients made furniture and
textiles, which were brought to the city
and sold.
The Great Depression, and along
with it the Works Progress Administration, brought significant improvements
to the grounds of Number 2. The new
Woodson building was added, which
served as a clinic and a place to process
and assess all incoming patients.
World War II brought its own set of
troubles to the institution. Staff shortages were all too common as those who
were able bodied joined either the military or the growing manufacturing machine that supplied the war efforts.
The Red Cross volunteers proved essential in caring for the patient population, but were in short supply too. After the war the facility was burgeoning
from returning soldiers who were in
need of psychiatric treatment. Overcrowding at the hospital was a problem
from the very beginning – there were
rarely enough beds for the number of
patients and never enough money to
build all the space needed. In this respect, nothing much has changed in the
care of the mentally ill.
Post-WWII improvements to the hospital included lobotomies, group therapy, and hospitalization instead of im-

prisonment for psychopathic patients.
Televisions were added to the wards.
These were found to help calm many
patients. Shorter work days and better
training helped attract a more qualified
staff. Senile patients were moved to a
ward all their own, while an improved
cafeteria and occupational therapies
were added. The all-important air conditioning was added during this time,
along with vast improvements to the
dairy operations. Physicians began
changing the goals of patient care – the
hospital was meant to diagnose and
treat the illness, not become a lifelong
residency option. A full-time chaplain,
music therapy, and tranquilizing drugs
rounded out this age of modernization.
The 1960’s brought more major
changes. Patients were being sent to
facilities that specialized in their particular form of mental illness – alcoholics to rehab centers, Alzheimer’s patients to facilities better suited for their
special needs, etc. Larger numbers of
(Continued on page 30)

Dr. Walter Leland Cronkite
by Amy Bryson

vember 1993) on November 24, 1915
and had a son, legendary newscaster,
Walter Leland Cronkite, Jr. They
divorced between 1930 and 1940, and
Dr. Cronkite married Marguerite
Augusta Cummins Costello. According to the biography of Walter
Cronkite, Jr., Dr. Cronkite rushed
from the side of his wife and minutesold son in 1916 to vote for Woodrow
Wilson.
When his son was just a year old,
on July 27, 1917, Dr. Cronkite
enlisted for service in World War I.
His World War I registration card
shows the family home at 2720 Sacramento in St. Joseph. During the
war he served as a dental surgeon in
Europe in the Army Dental Corps
(Rites Tomorrow for Dr. Walter
Cronkite, 1973).
When their son Walter was three
years old, Dr. Cronkite moved his
family to Kansas City where he took
over the dentistry practice of his father, Dr. Frederick Cronkite, when
the elder Cronkite died.
Dr. Cronkite practiced dentistry in
the Ballinger Building, which still
stands, but in disrepair, at the southwest corner of 7th and Edmond
Streets; the building is more commonly known as the Herman Building, because Herman Drug Store
occupied the main floor for decades.
Dr. Cronkite died in May 10, 1973
and was buried in Memorial Park
Cemetery in St. Joseph, Missouri. 

Dr. Cronkite, 1930

Dr. Walter Leland Cronkite was

St. Joseph News and Press Feb. 6, 1904

born September 24, 1892 in St. Joseph,
Missouri, the son of Dr. Frederick
Pierce Cronkite and Anna Louise
Prussia Cronkite. He married Helen
Lena Fritsche (b. August 1892, d. No-
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Noyes Hospital, St. Joseph, Missouri (1916 - 1930)
by James D. (Jack) Quinn

About three years ago, an
off-hand comment by Kelly
Alvarado about the Frederick
Towers prompted the response
from me that I recalled when
the building had been the dormitory for the nurses of the
Missouri Methodist Hospital
located in downtown St. Joseph. Upon many occasions,
while working at Rainbow
Bakery a block west of the
dorm, I had observed small
groups of nurses walking up or
down Frederick Avenue. Further research by Kelly led to
the discovery that, even earlier,
this building had been a hospital. This finding ultimately
triggered a research effort into
the history of the hospital and its
founder, Charles W. Noyes.
Noyes was a man of vision and a
man of action. He also had compassion for orphans and for those that he
termed the deserving poor. These
attributes set him apart from many of
his contemporaries. This son of a
shoe cobbler had been born in Salem,
New Hampshire in 1837, and he had
become very successful in the shoe
manufacturing business in St. Joseph
in the late 19th century. He and his
wife, Sarepta Ward Noyes, were both
extremely benevolent.
In his early youth in Salem, Charles
had shared with his parents the sorrow
of the loss of four of his younger siblings. In later years, as a young father
in White Cloud, Kansas, he and
Sarepta, had suffered the loss of their
three infant children, losses that were
compounded a few years later by the
early death of their remaining child,
the beloved young daughter, Tyrene,
less than two years after her marriage.
It is certain that these tragic experiences had a major influence on their
view of life, and resulted in an empathy not possessed by everyone.
Charles’ will, executed after his
death in Los Angeles, California in
January 1912, specified that only his

Noyes Hospital - 24th St. & Frederick Ave., St. Joseph, Missouri - Abt. 1917
[Photo from glass negative in possession of Clyde Weeks - printed with his permission.]

personal goods were to be given to his
surviving spouse, Sarepta. The major
portion of his estate was put into a
trust for two purposes: first, up to
$5,000 annual support was willed to
the orphanage called the Home for
Little Wanderers, later known as the
Noyes Home for Children, which he
had founded in 1894, and second,
“...said trust estate shall erect, equip
and maintain and conduct a hospital in
the City of St Joseph Missouri for the
free use of the deserving poor...” He
had designated his widow Sarepta as
one of the three members of the board
of trustees. A summary of the provisions of his will was published in the
April 9, 1912 edition of the Kansas
City Star, and the entire probate file
for Charles W. Noyes is available for
viewing or copying at the Northwest
Missouri Genealogical Society.
In June 1914, the trustees purchased
a building site at 24th St. & Frederick
Ave. It was bordered on the south by
Jones St. Rudolph Meier was selected as the architect. Members of
the board of trustees travelled around
the county and inspected other hospitals to ensure that the Noyes Hospital
would meet or exceeded the prevailing
standards. The opening of the hospital
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was delayed several times in order to
attain that goal.
The outside structure of brick, concrete, and stone was resistant to fire,
in addition to being aesthetically
pleasing. Although many of the features inside the new hospital would
be taken for granted today, they were
“state of art” for that time period.
The hospital had electricity, meaning
that examination and operating rooms
could be used after nightfall. A major refrigeration system was located
in the basement, and each of the five
floors housed refrigerators. A central
steam plant in the basement provided
heat. The hospital contained many
single rooms, and the few wards that
existed did not exceed five patients,
unlike the large wards that prevailed
in many hospitals of that time. Patients’ nutrition and dietary needs
were given ample attention.
The upper floor contained the operating and surgical rooms, welllighted, day or night. The top floor
contained unroofed areas so that recovering patients could experience
the pleasure of sunlight and fresh air.
Visitors at the opening ceremony
were impressed by the Children’s
(Continued on page 23)
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Ward, which contained
nine small beds. In 1916,
Noyes Hospital of St. Joseph, Missouri may well
have been the best
equipped hospital in the
United States.
Articles in the Hospital
Management publication
of May 1916, and local
newspapers stated that
Miss Florence Burt from
Quincy, IL was superintendent, and Mr. E. S.
Douglas was manager of
the new Noyes Hospital
in St. Joseph, Missouri.
An article in the NewsPress stated that the hosWestminster Building — 26th St. & Frederick Ave., St. Joseph, MO - abt. 1910
pital started admitting
Photo from The Public Schools of St. Joseph, Missouri- A Chronological History (p 344)
patients on May 8, 1916.
Favorable articles about the new
Hospital. She later went on to pracIf the service is a success, libraries
Noyes Hospital and pictures of the
tice nursing at VA hospitals in Excelwill be established in other hospitals
facility appeared in many prestigious
sior Springs, MO, and later at Jefferto benefit the patients and employees.
publications of the period.
son Barracks near St. Louis, MO. Her
The books will be wheeled from one
One of the key features of the
remains were to be interred in St. Joroom to another on carts provided by
Noyes Hospital was the nursing staff,
seph.
the hospital...” It appears that Noyes
headed by a Miss Louise Schwartz.
The Noyes Hospital Nurses AssoHospital had been out in front of the
Even before the building was comciation was quite active during the
pack on this worthwhile activity.
pleted, a school for nurses had been
years that it existed. An article apOn December 13, 1923, an event
organized, and several volunteers had
peared in the November 1920 Ameritook place in Los Angeles, California,
signed on. The first class was graducan Journal of Nursing about the St.
that most likely had an adverse effect
ated in 1919, and the final class in
Joseph-Noyes Hospital Alumnae Ason the Noyes Hospital. It was on that
1929.
sociation. Officers had been elected
day that Sarepta Ward Noyes died.
The dormitory for the nursing staff
for the following year, and an anHer remains were moved to Mount
of the Noyes Hospital was housed on
nouncement was made that Florence
Mora Cemetery in St. Joseph, where
the upper floor of the Westminster
Burt had resigned as Superintendent
Charles and their four children had
Building, located two blocks east of
of Noyes Hospital. She had been the
been interred. Although members of
the hospital on the northeast corner of
Superintendent since the opening of
the Charles W. Noyes trust did sur26th St. & Frederick Ave. An examithe hospital in 1916. The alumnae
vive, it can be argued that the true
nation of St. Joseph city directories
association was still active in 1976,
spirit of the Noyes Hospital may have
indicates that this facility was utilized
long after the hospital had closed, acdeparted.
by Noyes Hospital starting in 1917
cording to an article in the NewsIn a 1926 article about hospital faand continuing until about 1930. The
Press. Several articles in the local
cilities in St. Joseph, published in the
entrance to the upstairs area of 2603
newspapers tell of meetings and reunSt. Joseph Gazette, the Noyes Hospi½ Frederick Ave. was through the
ion dinners that the former nurses attal was described as follows:
white doorway below the chimney
tended.
“...another comparatively new strucstack shown in the photo below.
An interesting article appeared in
ture .... It was built in 1916 and is
An interesting and informative
the June 1925 issue of the Wilson Bulmodern in every way....” It was reobituary about a former Noyes Hospiletin for Librarians in regard to liported to be fully accredited by the
tal nurse was found last year. The
brary service at Noyes Hospital. The
American College of Physicians.
lady was Florence Jones Krebs who
article states, “Library service has
However, by January 1928, evidence
had passed away on February 10,
been established recently at the Noyes
of financial problems with the hospi2011 at age 105 in Chapel Hill, NC.
Hospital...Miss Esther Frederickson,
tal was discussed in an article in the
She had been raised near St. Joseph
head of the circulation department of
St. Joseph Gazette. These problems
and had studied nursing at the Noyes
the central public library, is in charge.
(Continued on page 24)
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may have stemmed in part from conditions that would later engulf the
financial world.
In 1929, the Noyes Hospital was
closed for a short period of time, before being merged with the Baptist
Hospital Commission. The rejuvenated hospital was to be reopened on
Monday November 4, 1929, as discussed in an article in the St. Joseph
Gazette. The rejuvenated hospital
under the Noyes-Baptist banner was
short-lived. In a 1976 Bicentennial
historical article in the St. Joseph
News-Press, it was stated that the hospital which had been taken over by
the Baptist Church in October 1929
had been sold two years later to the
Missouri Methodist Hospital.
The Buchanan County Osteopathic
Association had made a strong effort
on more than one occasion in 1929 to
take over and re-open Noyes Hospital
as a functioning hospital; however,
these efforts were thwarted. It may be
that the Osteopathic profession did
not enjoy the same degree of recognition and as it does today.
Under the Missouri Methodist Hospital tenure, the former hospital building was used as a nurses’ dormitory
until 1955. At that time, a facility
was built downtown, closer to the
Missouri Methodist Hospital. That
year, Missouri Methodist board considered reopening the Noyes Hospital,
but that plan did not come to fruition.
The building was bought by Anchor
Serum Company in October 1955.
Later, in 1973, the building was sold
to a business property company, and

eventually became the Frederick Towers.
It is regrettable that this gem that
had sparkled so brilliantly in 1916,
would become so blemished by the
tides of history within only a couple of
decades, and thus end one of the
dreams of its founder. But as we
search for our ancestors, we may all
find that one or more of them are indelibly connected to this dying dream
of Charles W. Noyes. 

News-Press January 27, 1922

Clark Mortuary Hearse

Photo courtesy of SampsonClark Funeral Home
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Sanborn Maps
by Kelly Alvarado

When we are researching, one thing
almost all ancestor-seeking patrons look
for is, “Where did they live?” There are
several ways to find the answer to this
question. The two most common are either the decennial census records or city
directories. But then what? Now that
you have an address what do you do with
it? If you are lucky enough to live
nearby, you take a drive and see what is
there right now, either in your car or by
Google Earth map. Yes, you see a house
there, but is that the same house where
your relative lived? How can you know
for sure? If providence is shining in your
direction, you may have or find a photograph, which would be wonderful. And
for the rest of us? We have the Sanborn
Fire Insurance Maps!
The Sanborn Fire Insurance Company
employed legions of surveyors all over
the country in the late 1800’s and early to
mid-1900’s. Sanborn was insuring properties at a time when fire departments
depended on horse-drawn carts filled with
a limited supply of water, fire hydrants
weren’t even thought of, and most ladders
didn’t reach farther
than the third or
fourth floor, so it
was imperative that
insurance companies knew the “lay
of the land.” Their
rates would have
been based on the
distance from water
and the type of
building it was, the
buildings surrounding the one in question, and what type
of business was in
the building (and
surrounding buildings).
The maps created
by these teams

show amazing details about the environment our forefathers lived in. Each building is coded for its composition – pink for
brick, yellow for wood. All auxiliary
buildings on a lot are included in the
drawings. One can easily see the place
where the horses were kept, which
evolved into garages as the auto took over
as the primary form of transportation.
The block and lot numbers are indicated,
the street names of course, and the house
number. This is important because not
only do some streets that existed many
years ago no longer endure, but others
have been renumbered at some point in
history – so what stands at 150 Main
Street today may very well have been 130
Main Street way-back-when.
In the downtown business district, the
names of the companies that occupied the
larger buildings is given, while smaller
ones are simply listed by the type of business, i.e., hardware or bowling alley.
However, using the Sanborn maps in
conjunction with the city directories, a
researcher can find just about anything for
a given time.

The publishing frequency for the maps
depended upon the growth that happened
in any given city. St. Joseph maps were
completed in 1883, 1888, 1897, and 1911
and document an unprecedented period
of change in the history of the city. The
NWMGS has copies of these maps on
microfiche. The St. Joseph Public library
also has actual book copies of some
years, and others on microfilm. If you
have access to the internet, images of the
1911 maps can be found on the University of Missouri website: http://
digital.library.umsystem.edu/cgi/i/image/
image-idx?page=index;c=umcscsanic
The website also has several other cities available. And while you are there,
take a look at the plat books they have
digitized as well!
When you begin looking at the
Sanborn maps, you will enter a time
machine as familiar landscapes recede
into their distant incarnations, something
Google Earth maps hasn’t been able to do
just yet. Please let us know how the
Sanborn maps help you in your research.



Right: The 1911
Sanborn Fire
Insurance Map
of the block now
housing the
NWMGS
library.
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“St. Louis on the Mississippi is likely to be depopulated….”
by Kelly Alvarado

Have you ever been researching and realized that several of your ancestors seem to have disappeared at the
same time? One or two people, we can imagine, but a
whole family? Or dozens of people? Have you cursed the
census taker who obviously overlooked them? Not so
fast—there could be another explanation: epidemic.
Epidemics have been around as long as human beings
have, and probably longer. Some have lasted for years,
while others were as brief as a few weeks, but all of them
claimed a substantial number of lives. At various times
whole families and entire villages were affected. And even
though they may not have had modern infection control
knowledge, those who were left behind often recognized
the need to bury the dead with the utmost speed. Often that
did not allow time to record the death in the family Bible,
on a death certificate, or in any other formal record. Here
are a few of the more recent events that may have affected
your ancestors.
Malaria:
This infection has been around since the dawn of time,
and is suspected to pre-date humans. The disease is well
documented to have existed in Southern England and
France during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. It
also existed among the first settlers in the United States,
but was not a widespread condition until
the slave ships arrived
from Africa.
It continued to be one
of the most devastating
diseases in the United
States for the next two
centuries. The westward expansion of the
early settlers provided
an ideal situation for
the disease to spread, as
swamps and forests
were cleared, canals
were dug for rice and
sugar, and the newcomers were exposed to the
natives. The warmer areas of the country experienced
many more cases than the cooler areas in general, but the
summer months saw epidemics in nearly all parts of the
growing United States in the mid-1800’s.
In the northeast region, malaria was on the decline prior
to the Civil War, but returning veterans acquired and transmitted a variant found in the southeast back to their homes
and the cycle began all over again, causing an untold number of deaths for the next half century.
By 1900, both the cause of the disease and its method of
Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society The JOURNAL

transmission were
known to be mosquitoes. However,
nothing much was
done about eradicating malaria
until the 1920’s.
Since the symptoms of malaria
were often similar
to those of typhus,
misdiagnosis was
common. Quinine
tablets were the prescription of the day and were given to
just about anybody who had the chills. Essentially, the
expansion of the US, improved technology, and an abrupt
change in the breeding grounds of the mosquito account for
the rapid decline in the cases of malaria in the first two
decades of the twentieth century.
However, the conditions brought about by the Great Depression returned the ideal ecological factors, especially in
the south, for a rapid increase in malaria cases. A combination of economic and public health measures was most
likely responsible for avoiding an all out epidemic during
this time. The overall general health of the citizens continued to improve, while malaria cases continued to decline in
even the worst areas. The onset of WWII caused a new
outbreak, however, as many recruits from the northern
states were trained at bases in the south. The military and
local public health organizations took strong measures to
protect the immediate areas surrounding the camps and as
such reduced malaria outbreaks to a minimum.
DDT, a pesticide, was tried in small studies in the United
States during WWII, but any large quantities were used for
the troops in areas of the world with high malaria outbreaks. After the war larger experiments were performed
and DDT was found to be effective in reducing the population of the mosquito responsible for the transmission of
malaria, effectively ending any large scale outbreaks in the
United States (DDT was later found to be harmful itself
and is banned in the United States.). Today malaria is all
but extinct in the United States, but is still epidemic in
many parts of Africa and other developing nations. (The

(Continued on page 27)
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History of Malaria in the United States, Ernest Carroll
Faust, published in the American Scientist, Vol. 39, No. 1,
January 1951)
Typhus:
At one point, typhus was used as a designation for several different types of fevers that were characterized by
stupor. However, in 1829 typhus fever was clearly proven
to stand apart from typhoid fever biologically. Typhus is
caused by a bacterium, which has an incubation period of
anywhere from 6 to 16 days. It begins with chills, fever
and headaches that appear rather suddenly. The victims
then typically experience nervousness, mental dullness and
insomnia which culminate in delirium. Typhus is often
credited with the victory or defeat of many armies throughout the middle ages. In 1910 it was established that the
bacterium is transmitted by the common body louse. However, head lice and clothing lice are also culprits.
The clothing louse was predominant in WWI with the
rather indignant term “cootie” given, and during WWII it
was often referred to as “mechanized dandruff.” The nits
of the louse were typically attached to clothing fibers or
body hair, and were most commonly found around the
waistline, neck, groin and armpits – all places where clothing has a lasting contact with the skin. Typically, the infected louse bites the host (human) and the feces of the
louse is then deposited in the open wound of the bite,
which passes the typhus bacteria on to the circulatory system.
Since lice crawl and do not fly, the transmission from
human to human reaches epidemic proportions when humans are forced together in situations with poor hygiene –
such as war, residential tenements, conditions of natural
disaster, and prisons. Typhus outbreaks played significant
roles in WWI as armies engaged, withdrew and were
forced to make troop movement decisions based on the
outbreaks going on around them. By this time the cause of
typhus was known, but no true treatment had been pursued.
WWII, however, was significantly different. By this time,
a vaccine had been developed, along with mounds of research on containment and control of the disease, paired
with chemical “lousicides” to control the spread of typhus.
One of the largest emigrations in history was due, in
large part, to typhus. Ireland was the home to a major epidemic in 1816, causing 700,000 cases – a full 8.5% of the
population. Full blown epidemics were recognized in 1821
and 1836, but the 1846 epidemic was the “mother” of all
cases. The well-known potato famine created a starved
and weakened populace. The famine itself was bad enough
in terms of death counts, but to add to the tragedy, the British established workhouses with their extremely poor sanitary conditions, over-crowded facilities, and poorly nourished residents, the perfect breeding grounds for the body
louse to spread its deathly bacteria. It was these conditions
that led over a million Irish citizens to leave their homeland in search of a better life. It is estimated that a full
Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society The JOURNAL

60% of Irish Americans can trace their
roots to this mass
typhus emigration.
Overall, the United
States has escaped
any large scale
deaths from typhus.
Outbreaks have been
recorded in New
York City throughImage from http://ocp.hul.harvard.edu/
out the mid-1800’s as
contagion/cholera.html
wave after wave of
immigrants took their places in American society. The last
and largest of these was documented in 1883. The Navajo
Indians also reported small outbreaks in 1915 and 1921;
however, these outbreaks did not cause a significant number of deaths. (Historical Impact of Epidemic Typhus, Joseph M. Conlon, LCDR, MSC, USN
http://entomology.montana.edu/historybug/typhusconlon.pdf.)
Influenza:
Caused by a virus, influenza is a respiratory illness.
There are three major categories of influenza, usually referred to as the “flu”: Spanish, Avian, and Swine. Flu epidemics have swept the globe for centuries, with major ones
affecting the United States in 1889, 1918, 1957, 1968 and
2009. From a historical and genealogical perspective, the
Spanish Flu epidemic in 1918 was the most impactful. (It
was named the Spanish flu because Spain had a largely
uncensored press during WWI and was the first to publish
widespread coverage of the deadly disease.) The influenza
virus is especially fluent in adapting itself to any circumstances, constantly mutating in order to continue its very
existence. The DNA of the 1918 flu virus proved to be a
deadly mutation that caused approximately 500 million
people – about 1/3 of the world’s population – to become
infected. While exact figures are not available, estimates
range anywhere between 50 million and 100 million deaths
attributed to this nightmare disease. No treatment existed
for those afflicted souls, and isolation was the most common form of containment. Countless health care workers
contracted the disease while trying to care for their patients. The following guidelines were posted by the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery:
“For the protection of others, if you are really
sick stay at home and remain there until the fever is over. A day in bed at the very beginning
may also save you from serious consequences. . .
If you are up and about, protect healthy persons
from infection—don’t spray others with the secretions from your nose and throat in coughing,
sneezing, laughing, or talking. Cover your
mouth with a handkerchief. Boil your handker(Continued on page 28)
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These images are from http://ocp.hul.harvard.edu/contagion/
cholera.html

chiefs and other contaminated articles. Wash
your hands frequently. Keep away from others
as much as possible while you have a cough.”
Despite more than almost 100 years since its hideous
roar across the world’s landscape, much is still a mystery
about the outbreak of 1918. It is known that influenza outbreaks had occurred throughout history, yet none was as
deadly. While earlier influenza outbreaks were
generally identified as having begun in Asia, the
1918 outbreak appeared to
have its origins in Europe,
America, and Asia almost
simultaneously.
It should be noted that
higher than usual respiratory deaths were reported
in 1915/16 throughout
many areas of the United
States, but were lower in
1917. March of 1918 began the first wave of illnesses, but did not necessarily show an appreciable
increase in deaths. This
Image from http://
was followed by two
ocp.hul.harvard.edu/contagion/
deadly waves in the late
cholera.html
summer and winter of
1918-1919. Much of the difficulty in determining the answer to “why” this outbreak was so much deadlier than
previous ones lies in the lack of true data. Diagnostic criteria for both influenza and pneumonia were quite vague and
it was not a nationally reportable disease.
The 1918/19 outbreak was unique in several ways, the
most intriguing of which is the population that the disease
affected. Typically influenza outbreaks affect the very
young and very old – those with the weakest immune systems. However, this epidemic saw a more than 20 percent
increase in fatalities among those between 20 and 35 years
of age. Recently discovered DNA samples of the 1918
virus were compared to current influenza strains. Few anNorthwest Missouri Genealogical Society The JOURNAL

swers came from the analysis and the deadly outbreak that
affected the lives of so many around the globe is still
widely shrouded in mystery.
Cholera:
The first known pandemic of cholera originated in India
and lasted for five years (1817 – 1823). Its appearance in
North America in 1831-32, which is presumed to have
come from India, traveled around the world in epidemic
proportions many times, with five more major epidemics
before 1900, killing millions worldwide.
The disease is marked by violent cramps, vomiting and
diarrhea. Patients often exhibited a blueish tint and died
within hours of the onset
of symptoms. For many
years the disease was
thought to be brought
upon those who exhibited
“morally and physically
intemperate behavior,”
rather than an infectious
disease caused by bacteAn image from the Florentine Codex,
ria. Patients were therecompiled in Mexico in the 1500s,
fore generally treated
shows the devastating effects of smallwith a stern lecture on the
pox on the native population.
error of their ways, with
Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana,
the unrepentant being
Florence
fatally struck down.
In 1855 it was demonstrated that the primary form of
infection came from contaminated drinking water, and in
1883, the cholera bacterium was scientifically identified.
The issue was hotly debated among physicians, scientists,
and public health officials for many years. The International Sanitary Conference, precursor to the World Health
Organization, convened in 1851 in Paris to discuss this
very issue. The outcome and recommendations of the
group had far ranging implications, as government officials
had no desire to spend time, effort, and money on a disease
that was not contagious.
Patients continued to be treated at home while physicians
used opium and bleeding to combat the progression of the
disease. All kinds of “cures” were advertised, ranging
from the homeopathic to the bizarre. By the end of the
19th century, cholera outbreaks had virtually ceased to exist in Europe and the United States, mainly due to the increased standards in sanitation and a far better understanding of the true nature of the affliction.
A recent episode of Who Do You Think You Are? focused on cholera epidemics in St. Louis. According to the
publication “Cholera, The Law of its Occurrence, NonOccurrence, and its Nature, (http://
freepages.history.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~earlystlouis/
epidemics.html), the 1866 epidemic killed 3,527 people
between August and November, peaking at 991 at the end
of August. Philip Hone, mayor of New York in 1825 and
1826, commented in his diary, “This dreadful disease in(Continued on page 29)
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creases fearfully; there are eighty-eight new cases today,
and twenty-six deaths. Our visitation is severe but thus far
it falls much short of other places. St. Louis on the Mississippi is likely to be depopulated, and Cincinnati on the
Ohio is awfully scourged.”
Smallpox:
Typically beginning with fever and lethargy, smallpox
seems like many of the other infectious diseases that were
common throughout history. Indeed, over the course of
human history, smallpox is one of the leading killers, with
an estimated 300 million deaths in the 20th century along,
yet it is the only disease to have been eliminated by vaccination. When one considers that the death rate from smallpox is about 30% of those infected, the number of people
infected and affected is staggering. Unlike most other infectious calamities, smallpox had the ability to disfigure
the body and cause suffering to those who survived long
after the virus had run its course.
The process of inoculation against smallpox, called variolation, was considered dangerous, but in theory, introducing a small amount of the smallpox directly into an open
wound produced a milder version of the symptoms than did
contracting it via accidental inhalation. It also meant a person was known to be infected and could be isolated from
the general population so as to not spread the disease,
unlike those who contracted smallpox via normal transmission methods. Inoculation was practiced in Africa during
the early 1700’s and was brought to Turkey, England and
the American colonies during that time as well, though not
used in any widespread way.
Death from the inoculation was about 2 – 3%, while
death among those who were infected via natural methods
were between 20 and 30%. The process was also criticized
because those who had undergone inoculation were
thought to be the culprits in the spread of the disease.
However, variolation slowly began to gain popularity. In
1777 all members of the Continental Army were ordered to
undergo variolation after nearly half of the forces at Quebec in 1776 had fallen ill with the disease and forced the
army to withdraw.
Several of the men who would be considered our nation’s founding fathers endured smallpox outbreaks. Benjamin Franklin lost a son to the disease. John Adams underwent variolation and nearly died. Andrew Jackson contracted the disease while being held as a British POW at
the age of 14, and his brother died of the affliction. They
were but a few in a long line of people affected – there
were outbreaks in England in the early 1600’s that killed
thousands, in Canada among the indigenous population,
decimating whole tribes, in Mexico, and in the cities of
Boston, New York and Philadelphia in 1730. It is estimated that 80% of the people in the world during that time
had either become infected, or had a family member who
was infected.
Around the turn of the century, vaccination vs. variolaNorthwest Missouri Genealogical Society The JOURNAL

tion became the hot topic in medical circles. Arguments
brewed on both sides, with vaccination eventually winning
the day with strong support from President Thomas Jefferson, who was convinced it was a safer method of eradicating the scourge. Large outbreaks of smallpox seemed to be
contained until the outbreak of the Civil War. The Confederates suffered more intense outbreaks and in 1862, during
one intense episode, the Richmond hospital lost 110 patients in one week. Abraham Lincoln also contracted
smallpox in November of 1863, coming down with fever,
weakness and chills on the train back to Washington after
his Gettysburg address. He was ill for almost four weeks.
One must wonder how history might have changed course
had he succumbed to the effects as millions of others already had.
Sporadic outbreaks occurred for much of the remainder
of the 19th century, while vaccine production methods and
supply were improved and regulated. Compulsory vaccinations for school children were begun, while legal challenges to such regulations were fought in the courts, all the
way to the Supreme Court. While the efficacy of the vaccination was seldom called into question, when outbreaks
were minimal, people refused to be vaccinated, thus creating outbreaks. Then people cried foul regarding the lack of
sufficient supply. The vicious circle came to an end when
the Court decreed that municipalities had every right to
demand the vaccinations for public school children. Massive efforts during the late 1940’s essentially ended the
smallpox disease for Americans. Through the efforts of
many agencies, such as the World Health Organization,
over the next four decades smallpox vaccines were distributed to all corners of the globe and in 1980, the disease was
declared “eradicated.”
http://www.historyofvaccines.org/content/timelines/
smallpox
Yellow Fever:
The virus that causes yellow fever is found primarily in
tropical and subtropical areas of South America and Africa.
Cases of yellow fever are documented throughout history,
with spikes in the summer months. The disease was
brought north into the colonies of the United States in epidemic proportion in 1693, with Boston being the first to
suffer the ravages of the disease. Charleston and Philadelphia soon followed. New York City lost 10% of its residents to the disease in 1702. Various eastern seaports saw
seasonal epidemics from 1737 to 1743.
The disease then seemed to mysteriously disappear for
almost 20 years, when it returned with a much lower infection rate. All that changed however, in the summer of
1793 when a deadly outbreak hit Philadelphia, killing approximately 5,000 of her 45,000 citizens. As the name
implies, the most predominant symptoms of the disease
were a yellowish tinge to the skin and a high fever at the
onset. As the liver shut down, the skin became yellow and
generally indicated the patient had been infected for some
(Continued on page 30)
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tempted until 1881 by the French. After losing an estimated 20,000 workers to disease, and millions of dollars,
the effort was halted after 8 years. The United States
picked up where the French left off in 1904, however, they
were now armed with the knowledge of how the dreaded
disease was spread and were able to use relatively modern
means to protect the laborers. Still, the 10-year effort took
the lives of nearly 5,600 through accidents and disease
combined.
The last major outbreak in the United States brought
about the deaths of more than 900 in New Orleans in 1905.
Now that the source of the disease was understood, public
health officials were able effectively eradicate the spread
of yellow fever throughout the country. The disease had
no appreciable effect in either WWI or WWII. A vaccine
was introduced in 1936; however it raised the incidence of
hepatitis considerably. In 1942 a safer vaccine replaced
the earlier version. The last person to die from yellow fever in the US died in 2002; he was a Texas man, who had
recently returned from Brazil.
(St. Louis continued from page 29)

time. The “end” was signaled by black vomit. Many believed that the freed slaves in the northern states were immune to the disease, since the yellow tint to their skin was
invisible. The treatments for yellow fever were varied.
The most severe of these was “bleeding” a patient, which
often resulted in a quicker death than the disease itself
would have caused.
Being one of the southernmost metropolitan areas with a
warm, moist climate, New Orleans was one of the hardest
hit cities in the United States for many years, with over
8,100 confirmed cases of yellow fever in 1853 alone. An
1855 outbreak in Norfolk, VA, brought death to 2,000,
with 8,000 others falling ill. All of these cases were
tracked back to the landing of one vessel, which had been
allowed into port with two dead seamen.
The first credible scientific presentation that linked mosquitoes to the disease was given by Carlos Finlay in 1881,
in Havana, Cuba. Most ignored his ideas and he fought for
20 years before being proven right. Unfortunately, many
thousands more died from the disease during the SpanishAmerican War before the US Army began experiments to
test Finlay’s theory. Dr. Walter Reed was named the head
of a four-person “Fever Board” to determine if the mosquito was in fact the carrier of yellow fever. Volunteers
were paid to expose themselves to the deadly disease. One
of the four doctors in charge died from the disease and another became violently ill but recovered. The Fever Board
concluded that Finlay was correct in his assessment of the
mosquito transmission, and made recommendations on
control and containment measures.
Besides the overwhelming effect on military movements
over the years, yellow fever and malaria also had an astounding effect on one of the world’s most ambitious engineering and transportation systems. The Panama Canal,
while envisioned in the 1500’s, was not seriously atNorthwest Missouri Genealogical Society The JOURNAL
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volunteers assisted the staff, while vocational rehabilitation
gained importance in the everyday life of most patients.
Obtaining a job and social skills
to deal with the world outside the hospital grounds was a
major innovation in the average treatment plan.
The history of State Lunatic Asylum No. 2 is as long and
varied as the many patients who were housed there
throughout the years. The cemetery on the grounds does
not have individual headstones, just numbered plots, but
the Northwest Missouri Psychiatric Rehabilitation Center
(NMPRC) does have a listing that will tell you where an
ancestor may be buried. Obtaining records for an ancestor
is quite a process, but can be done. First you must petition
the court, and once the court order has been obtained, it
must be either brought or mailed to the NMPRC, where
copies can be obtained for 35 cents per page at the time
this edition of The Journal goes to print. The contents of
the files can vary widely, depending upon the time frame in
question. As with all records, some have been destroyed
over the years, or lost to the ravages of indifference. However, if your search has brought you to the gates of the
State Hospital # 2, you hopefully have a greater understanding of its rich past and the significance of its role in
the lives of so many residents of Buchanan County.
You can purchase a copy of A Home for the “Mind Diseased” from the NWMGS for $5; please add $1 for shipping and handling if you order by mail. 
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NWMGS Library vs. Ancestry.com
by Kelly Alvarado

Old-fashioned footwork is still necessary for genealogists who want the
whole story, even in our computer age. While we may rely heavily on online
sources, especially Ancestry.com, we cannot forget that local resources are often
more complete, and have items that just aren’t available anywhere else. Take a
look!
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What You Can Learn from a St. Joseph City Directory
by Pamela Dandurant Montgomery

Names of teachers:

The case of the disappearing streets:
As cities grew, street names were changed, and many
times, streets were obliterated by highway construction and
other public uses. This information can be found in the
back of most city directories.
This page is from the Street and Avenue Guide that can
be found in the back of St. Joseph City Directories. It
shows not only where a street is located, but also if a street
name has been changed and what it was changed to.

Outlying community residents:

Ward boundaries:

When someone died or moved, and where he
or she moved to:

Call for Submissions
To produce The Journal, we need contributions from
our membership, submissions of any and all genealogical articles, photos, sketches, letters, profiles, research
tips, your story of a research incident—anything that
you think will be of interest to other genealogists. This
is the place for us all to share what we have learned and
discovered. We look forward to submissions from all
nine counties in the NWMGS community. Email submissions to admin@nwmogenealogy.com. Mail to P.O.
Box 382, 412 Felix, St. Joseph, MO, St. Joseph MO
64502. We can’t wait to hear from you!
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McDonald Lindsay Bible Reveals Missouri History
by Terry Turbak

A box of books was not an uncommon find for me
when I managed an antique mall, but the huge leatherbound Bible I found in the bottom of this particular box
intrigued me. I pulled it out and opened the crinkled
brown hardcover to find this inscription handwritten
over 130 years ago:
“A present to Hettie Lindsay from her mother 1874”
As I turned the gold edged pages, I found newspaper
clippings, photographs and inscriptions of births, deaths
and marriages of this mysterious Lindsay family and
knew that I could not allow it to go to auction with the
rest of the books and be lost forever. I set the Bible
aside with the intention of researching this family and
finding an heir. At that time, I had no idea of the
historical significance of the Lindsay family to St.
Joseph. I just knew this Bible was special and I would
return it to the family someday.
Years went by and life got busy, and the Bible waited
for me to discover its meaning. Last year, I came across it
again and was ashamed for waiting so long. Once again I
opened the leather
cover and this time,
I began to read.
Who was Hettie
Lindsay?
What I found
was a treasure. She
was the daughter of
Sarah and Dr. Silas
McDonald. She married a businessman named Ernest
Lindsay who was a founding member of the St. Joseph
Stockyards and contributed to the growth of the South End
of town. Their son, Ernest M. Lindsay, was involved in
banking and politics, and the family home was just off the
famous Hall Street. But tucked in the back of the Bible
was a memorial booklet of
Sarah McDonald’s funeral.
In its ten pages I read a
moving and personal account
of the settlement of this area.
This personal history is the
history of St. Joseph as well.
From the pages of the
memorial booklet: Sarah
Donnell was born in North
Carolina in 1818. In the fall
of 1836 at the age of 18, she
and her sister and three
servants traveled for two
months in a covered wagon
to reach the east bank of the Mississippi River. The
funeral memorial speaks of an account from her personal
diary, “How worn and weary they went into camp, and she
Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society The JOURNAL

saw the lights of the largest city she had ever seen. She
speaks of looking longingly toward the other side of the
river, which was the land they had in mind, and said she
felt like she was nearing home.” They settled on a claim in
1838 in the newly opened Platte Purchase in northwest
Missouri, and in the spring of 1839 her father, mother and
another sister came to join them.
From her diary, quoted in the memorial booklet: “A few
days after father had moved up the Doctor passed by our
cabin and asked father if he could tell him the way to Mr.
Thomas Brown’s. He told him he was a physician and that
Mr. B. was sick. The Doctor asked for a drink of water
and father told him to light and he would have the servants
bring the same. The doctor came in and we were
introduced. I had never seen him before but I had heard of
him during the winter. I met the Doctor frequently during
the spring and summer. He was kept quite busy, being the
only physician in the Platte Purchase, and there was a great
deal of sickness. His visits were always short but
frequent.” Following is her own account of how she met
Dr. Silas McDonald, her future husband: “Dr. McDonald
was the first physician to settle in Buchanan County,
Missouri. He traveled to Texas but decided he didn’t care
for it there and moved back to St. Joseph permanently to
begin his profession in January 1838.”
The History of Buchanan County, Missouri, Published
1881, gives this account of his practice: “Dr. McDonald is
a man of acknowledged ability as a physician, and his
services as such are recognized by a host of appreciatory
friends. His kind and sympathetic nature made him a
welcome visitor in the room, and when in active practice,
his calls were numerous and remote. He is well known
throughout the county, and the respect shown him is as
wide as his acquaintance. He has ridden hundreds of miles
to administer to the necessities of the poor, at all seasons of
(Continued on page 34)
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the year, without any expectation of compensation. Day
and night he answered calls, regardless of the pecuniary
circumstances of the summoner. As a man he is a
genial companion, positive in his character, and warm
hearted as a friend.”
Sarah McDonald’s diary goes on to say, “Although
forty-eight years have passed since then that morning is
as fresh to my mental vision as if it were but yesterday.
What a wonderful thing the memory is. I have heard
the mind compared to a blank piece of paper, upon
which impressions are being made daily which can
never be effaced. How important that pure and truthful
impressions should be made. We love to call to mind
pleasant occurrences, and, as it were, to live them over
again. I have ever remembered your father’s and my
first meeting with pleasure; all of our meetings since have
given us pleasure.”
The funeral memorial gives us one other glimpse into
Sarah’s relationship with the good Doctor:
“One evening as the sun was setting, she said to a
faithful daughter who was her constant companion in
her late years:
“Daughter, it is getting late, isn’t it?”
“Yes, mother,” she said, “it is almost dark.”
“Has your father come yet?”
“Yes, mother, father is at home.”
“He will be cold when he comes off that long ride.
Have a warm supper for him, and tell one of the boys
to take his horse. Are the children all in?”
“Yes mother, the children are all safe.”
And looking out through the window into the
glooming, she lived over again such an evening as
many a time she had spent in solicitous desire for the
return of her husband.”
Of the many photographs and newspaper clippings
noting the lives of these people who were integral to the
foundation of our area, the one that made them the most

Silas McDonald
by Dr. Wallace McDonald,
great-grandson of Silas

Born 18 April 1812, Silas
McDonald first came out to
this area from Mockville, KY
in 1836 as people were going
west. He returned back East
and in 1837 obtained his
medical degree from Cincinnati Medical College. In 1838 he returned to
this area [northwest Missouri] to settle permanently. He pre-empted land
- 120 acres at $1.25 an acre in southern Buchanan County at the headwaters of Bee Creek (near Wallace) then
becoming the first physician in the

personal and real is of Dr. and Mrs. McDonald relaxing in
their well-appointed home. These are the accounts that
turn the names and dates in our history books into real
people, who struggled in a new land to make a home, who
rode for hundreds of miles to help minister to the poor,
who created the network we take for granted today.
The story of Hettie McDonald Lindsay started 175
years ago, but it is our story too. With help from the
Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society, I have been able
to locate Hettie’s descendants and their family Bible will
be returned to them intact. Their story is part of our
community, and it is my pleasure to share it with you all.





Sarah McDonald
Born at Greensborough, N.C. August 8, 1818
Died At St. Joseph, Missouri September 19, 1906
Aged 88 years, 1 month, 11 days
Funeral Service at Residence, 519 North Seventh
Street, September 21, 1906, conducted by Wm. Ray
Dobyns, D. D., Pastor of the First Presbyterian
Church of which Mrs. McDonald was a member
from its organization in 1853


newly formed Platte Purchase.
On 30 October 1839 he
married Miss Sarah Donnell,
a southerner from Greensboro,
NC whose family had brought
slaves out with them to settle
next to Silas’ land. This
close family tie probably led
Dr. Silas to go on the raid of
the Federal Arsenal in Liberty,
MO shortly after the firing on Fort
Sumter, SC. He must have assessed
that there might be a need for his
medical expertise among his friends/
relatives during this exploit.
Word spread around St. Joseph that
he had gone on the raid, so to avoid
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capture by the US Federal troops stationed here, he fled west. Dr. Silas
and his oldest son Dan took a wagon
load of supplies (Missouri cured
hams, flour, salt, sugar, coffee, bourbon and drugs) out to Salt Lake City,
UT. The quinine was of great use, as
a malaria outbreak hit that area and
he was of great service to the people.
He sat out the rest of the Civil War
years there and returned after the conflict was ended. After signing the
required oath of allegiance forms, he
resumed his medical practice. Silas
lived to be 89 years old, dying in his
house on 8 November 1901. He was
interred in Mount Mora cemetery in
St. Joseph. 
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Family Stories
Children of John Fletchall and Sarah Moutray
(Cont. from NWMGS Journal, Vol. 32, No. 1, 2012, page 22)

by Janet L. Zemanek

Back row: James Fletchall, Charles Edward “Ed” Fletchall, Loranzo C. “Ranz” Fletchall, Joseph Benedick Fletchall
Front row: Peter Harrison Fletchall, Irene “Rene” Sunderland, Jacob Allen Fletchall, Ollie Fletchall Lance

“Grampa Fletchall, age 83, he just
came in from checking his traps.”

JACOB ALLEN FLETCHALL: Jacob Allen Fletchall, the youngest of twelve known
children born to John and Sarah (Moutray) Fletchall, was born in Platte Co., Missouri on
27 June 1844 (birth year as shown on his death certificate which may or may not be correct). Census records show his year of birth ranging from 1844-1846, but they all confirm
the fact he was born in Missouri. Jacob was a young toddler when his parents moved to
Gentry Co., Missouri in 1846 (Worth County created from Gentry in 1861). In 1850, he
was listed as age 4; in 1900 he was age 54 (b. June 1845) which “seems” most nearly correct with all else known about him, and the last census found for him in 1930, living with
his daughter Irene Sunderland in Nemaha Co., Kansas, reported that “Jake” was age 86.
If he was born in 1844, his mother was several months pregnant when she made the
wagon journey to Missouri. Friends and family may have called him Allen, but all legal
documents and census used Jacob A. A school census used the initials A.J. Fletchall and
his death certificate used J. Allen Fletchall. Jacob followed in the footsteps of both his
father and older siblings learning the skills of farming, timbering, milling, and living off
the land to provide for his family. In 1860 at the age of 15, living with his parents, his
occupation was given as farmer. The record also showed that Jacob and his sister, Mahala, had attended school within the year--a privilege their siblings never had.
Jacob married MARGARETTE GRINDSTAFF between 1860 and 1863,
based upon the birth of their 1st child in February 1864. Margarette was born in Missouri
between 1842 and 1845 to Rebecca Byerley (1807-1888) born in North Carolina and
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Jacob Grindstaff (1801-1890) born in Tennessee. In
1840, Jacob and Rebecca Grindstaff with seven children
were living in Cape Girardeau Co., Missouri, the area that
would later become Bollinger County. As near as can be
determine, her family had first moved to Nodaway County
by about 1844, so given the uncertainty of when Margarette was born, it is difficult to determine if she was born in
southeast or northwest Missouri. At least four of Margarette’s twelve Grindstaff siblings were likely born in Gentry-Worth County. The History of Nodaway County
(p.213) published in 1882, tells how Margarette’s father,
Jacob Grindstaff, and Andrew J. Anderson had carried
the flag and chain for the surveying party in 1845, earning
themselves three or four dollars apiece. With the money,
they went to a mill north of St. Joseph where they each
purchased a sack of cornmeal, which they carried home on
horseback, crossing the Platte and One Hundred and Two
Rivers. In Nodaway County, Andrew Anderson married
Jacob Grindstaff’s daughter, Candance in 1848 and the
following year his daughter Eda Ann Grindstaff married
William Fletchall. In 1850, the Grindstaffs lived in
Green Twp., Gentry Co., Missouri. They obtained a homestead patent in Worth County on October 1859.
Jacob A. and Margarette Fletchall first obtained land
west of Irena on Sep. 3, 1866 which he had sold by 1872,
having already acquired other land. In April 1869, Jacob
obtained his own brand consisting of crop & underbit &
upperbit in each ear. Jacob may never have moved his
family to his own land, but lived in one of the structures
built on the original Fletchall homestead. In 1870, there
were three families (16 individuals) enumerated with John
and Sarah Fletchall: Jacob and Margaret Fletchall with 3
children, Jacob’s brother, James and Sarah (Fletcher)
Fletchall and 7 children. The 1876 Missouri State Census,
adds an interesting glimpse into Jacob’s farm life, showing
that his livestock consisted of 2 horses, 3 head of cattle, 20
hogs, and he had produced 200 bushels of corn, 8 tons of
hay, and 10 gallons of molasses. Similarly, his father had
3 horses, 5 head of cattle, 8 hogs and produced 200 bushels
of corn, 60 bushels of rye, 10 ton of hay, 40 bushels of apples, and 30 gallon of molasses.
Again in 1880 there were three households on the homestead site: 1) John and Sarah Fletchall; 2) Jacob and Margaret Fletchall with their 8 children; 3) Charles and Mahala (Douglas) Farr with their 2 children--Mahala being
Jacob’s niece. Jacob listed his occupation as a miller,
which is further supported by the reference found in the
Gentry and Worth County History 1882 (p.538) which
stated that, Jacob Fletchall erected a steam mill a few
years ago in the grove which is still running. It is known
that Jacob owned land along the east side of the Middle
Fork of the Grand River which may have been the site of
his mill. It seems appropriate to remind readers that
Jacob’s father (John Fletchall) had first erected a horsedriven grist mill soon after the family arrived in the area.
Creating a grist mill from the natural products at hand
Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society The JOURNAL

some distance from a running stream required mechanical
ingenuity and imagination. One can best describe this first
mill as a giant mortar and pestle. Grist mills have been a
tradition and part of the Fletchall history since the prerevolutionary days of our notorious Tory ancestor, Colonel
Thomas Fletchall who lived in South Carolina and was
exiled to Jamaica.
In April 1884, John Fletchall Sr. (Jacob’s father) deeded
his remaining 65 acres of original homestead land and
buildings to Jacob’s wife, Margarette Fletchall, in consideration of maintenance care and protection love and affection. The deed reflected that it was subject to a Deed of
Trust…for the sum of three hundred and fifty dollars….
Again, the economic crisis and trying times had touched
the final months of our pioneer ancestor who died the following December. A second Deed of Trust for $225 was
issued to Margarette and Jacob on the same parcel of land
on 11 May 1886. Sometime after this date Jacob A.
Fletchall left Worth County, and moved his family to Andrew County living near Fillmore, Missouri, and where
Jacob and his older sons worked at a sawmill. Margarette
died there on October 23, 1896 (no headstone has been
found for her). Several of their children were married
there.
On August 4, 1897, Jacob A. was again married in Nodaway Co., Missouri to Mrs. Margaret J. (Colwell)
Graves, whose daughter Grace Graves married Jacob’s
son, Joseph B. the following year. In 1900, Jacob (again
widowed) with some of his family were then living in Holt
Co., Missouri. In 1910, enumerated as a sawmill engineer,
he was living or visiting his daughter Samantha (Mattie)
Lance in Andrew Co., Missouri. It was recalled by grandchildren that he moved to live with or near his children in
Nemaha and Brown County, Kansas early in the 1900s.
Jacob’s great-grandson, Gale Frederick Fletchall, M.D.
(1916-1996), in his 1971 publication (The FLETCHALLS,
Early Settlers on American Frontiers, pages 104-105), told
of their early years in Nemaha County. Dr. Gale wrote of
how difficult the Fletchalls first winter had been living on
dried beans; and lacking funds for ammunition, they used
pitch-forks to spear rabbits which had difficulty running in
the deep snow drifts. Gale also related the story of how
Jacob A. had been one of the first men in Sabetha to own a
car and had challenged another to a race down Main Street
at the breath-taking speed of 15 miles per hour. Otherwise, he drove a horse and buggy to visit his family and
would take the grandchildren fishing with him—he always
carried a small short-barrel 22 gauge rifle under the seat
on the chance he would see some game along the way.
They set traps along the streams and ran coon-dogs at
night. Dr. Gale remembered this experience well and
wrote, “The long wavering shadows of the trees in the
dense timber was frightening to me as a child as I walked
in semi-darkness behind my grandfather (Peter Fletchall),
but I was always ready to go.”
Jacob had had a drinking problem during his lifetime,
(Continued on page 37)
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had dropsy, and eventually senile psychosis which made
carrying for him difficult. He died on March 5, 1933 of
chronic carditis at the State Hospital in Topeka, Kansas
and was buried at the cemetery there—a large memorial
sign includes his name in the listing (see Find a Grave).
Ten children, as follows, were born to Jacob A. and Margaret (Grindstaff) Fletchall. All but one grew to adulthood;
two daughters preceded Jacob in death; only one daughter
and one son left the area of Andrew Co., MO, Nemaha and
Brown Co., Kansas.

Adelia married Daniel Fuller Zettle, Lela married 1st Ordway J. Durst, 2nd Arthur Bestwick, and 3rd William P.
McKiever, and Evelyn “Evie” married James Drolett.
5) CHARLES EDWARD “Ed” FLETCHALL (18731961) married 1st Arvilla Wright* (1877-1923) on 24 September 1892 in Page Co., Iowa and 2nd Mrs. Anna Agnes
Hunter/Brown (1884-1942) on 17 November 1924 in Nemaha Co., Kansas. He alternately used Edward Charles
(Continued on page 39)

1) PETER HARRISON FLETCHALL (1864-1933) married Jennie E. Shewmaker (1871-1959) on 10 June 1888
in Savannah, Andrew Co., Missouri, moving to Holt
County and then to Brown and Nemaha Co., Kansas. They
were buried at Sabetha. Peter and Jennie had 5 children:
Loranzo “Ranz” married 1st Matilda A. Baehni who died
of influenza and 2nd to Nora L. Pennington, Clyde died in
early childhood, Floyd Leander married Mildred P. Zugg,
Benjamin Ernest married Irene Bowron, Lawrence N. married Doris L. Davis.
2) MALISSA ADALINE FLETCHALL (1867-1932)
married William Madison WOOTEN (1867-1936) in Andrew Co., Missouri on 11 September 1887. William was
the son of George W. Wooten. They lived in Kansas,
Montana, and at her death in Liberty Lake, Washington.
They had 8 children: Mabel died in infancy, Comnie
“Com” married Fern Dutch, Adaline “Addie” Adelia married Herman G. Mize, Margaret “Maggie” Katherine married 1st Charles E. Stilwell and 2nd Frank R. Higgenbotham, Josephine “Josie” Irene married Alvi L. Beck,
Clarence Ray married Nora M. McKim, Alta married Ray
E. Taylor, Opal Olive married 1st Glen W. Myers and 2nd
Mel Keyes.
3) LORANZO C. FLETCHALL (1869-1936) married 1st
Mattie Minter, 2nd Miranda Wright*(1875-1920) in 1893
in Page Co., Iowa, and 3rd Mrs. Sarah Elizabeth
Hanks/Dennis in 1921. Miranda and Lorenzo are buried
at Sabetha and had 14 children: Lottie Mae married Howard Thompson, Peter Harrison married Maude Opal Morgan, Alta Ellen married Carl Julius Aagard, an infant born
bef. 1900, Forrest Glen “Bill” married Mabel A. Morgan,
Nola E. married Norman Charles Gafford, Raymond Paul
married Lucille V. Cotton, Delmar Arnold married Adeline K. Bucholz, Sylvia Marie married Orville George
Jaco, an infant born between 1910-1920, Ralph Paul married Pansy O. Brammer, Lila M. married George Stout,
Dale L. married Erma Brammer, Fern Grace married Tennyson “Ted” C. Wright.
4) IRENE “Rene” FLETCHALL (1871-1934) married
David Sunderland (1869-1936) on 10 January 1892 in
Fillmore, Andrew Co., Missouri. David was the son of
Frank and Lucinda Sunderland. They had 3 children:
Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society The JOURNAL
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Dr. Stephen D. Reynolds
by Shirleen Stanton (Smiley) Gartin

Uncle Steve, Dr. Stephen D. Reynolds, was my greatgrandmother’s brother. He was our doctor when I was a
child being raised by my grandmother and stepgrandfather, Myrtie (Cline) Stanton and Charles
Payton. A family story goes that he grew his goatee so he
would look older when he was a young physician, and
when his three surviving daughters, Floyd, Pauline and
Dorothy, were young ladies, they wanted him to shave
it off. He did, but they liked him better with the goatee
so he grew it back and wore it the rest of his life! He
passed away September 25, 1951.
Excerpt from The Buchanan & Clinton Co. MO Portrait
& Biographical Record of 1893:
“Stephen D. Reynolds, M.D. is Coroner of Buchanan
County, and makes his home in St. Joseph. He is a man of
firm convictions as to the manner in which a public trust or
office should be filled, and in the discharge of his duties is
thoroughly conscientious and sincere. It is his main object
to give the people the best service of which he is capable,
and, while strong and decided on any question, he is like
the world-famed and heroic doctor who in 1892 fought the
cholera at New York, regardless of personal risk, putting
his theoretical belief into practical action. Though a young
man, young in years if not in experience, Dr. Reynolds has
already gained a large practice, and may be proud of the
prominence to which he has attained in the ranks of his
profession.
The gentleman whose name heads this sketch was born
in the town of Agency, Buchanan County, MO July 3,
1869, his parents being James J. and Eliza (Gibson) Reynolds, the former a native of Tennessee, who came to this
state in his boyhood, and was one of the pioneers of this
locality. He is still living on his original farm, where he
located so many years ago, and is now approaching fourscore years. Our subject was reared on the farm and received his rudimentary education in the district schools.
When only seventeen, he began reading medicine with Dr.
C. R. Woodson, later taking a medical course in the Ensworth Medical College in St. Joseph, graduating in the
class of 1890. He then took a course of lectures in the St.
Louis Medical College, since which time he has been engaged in active practice, and in November 1892 was
elected Coroner as a nominee of the Democratic party. It is
entirely owing to his merits as a man and the position he
had attained as a physician, that he was accorded this high
honor, as he is not a politician in any sense of the term, and
yielded rather to the wishes of his friends.
At her mother’s homestead on December 9, 1890, a marriage ceremony was performed which united the fortunes
of Dr. Reynolds and Miss Hilah L. Floyd, who was a
daughter of Merrill Floyd, who for many years was a
Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society The JOURNAL

farmer and miller at Rushville, but is now deceased. At that
town occurred the birth of Mrs. Reynolds, who is a welleducated and cultured lady. In the Doctor’s pleasant home
at No. 2617 Petit St., Mrs. Reynolds presides, making a
graceful and charming hostess, one whose great pleasure it
is to give a cordial welcome and hospitable greeting to
their many friends.
The Doctor is a member of Agency Lodge No. 10, of
which he has been Senior Warden. It is safe to predict that
this bright and active young doctor has a career before him
full of great promise and growing usefulness. He is active
and alert, it being his full intention to keep thoroughly
posted on every discovery of science and practice in regard
to the best methods of treating and combating disease, and
to this may be attributed in a large measure the success
which attends his efforts.” 

St. Joseph Gazette, November 11, 1902

St. Joseph Gazette, November 11, 1902
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and Charles Edward, but consistently was called Ed. Ed
farmed in the Woodlawn area, operated saw mills and
thrashing machines. Ed and Arvilla had 4 children:
Charles Edward, Jr. died young, Alonzo “Lonnie” married
Kathryn E. Dewitt, Lennard died young, and Gladys E.
never married. Anna Fletchall’s children, Eugene and
Frank Brown, lived with them.
6) JAMES SALAMANDER FLETCHALL (1875-1940)
married Etta Jane Wright* (1884-1946) in Page Co., Iowa
on 20 March 1899. James and Etta had 6 children: Lee
Everett 1st married Elsie O. Wiseman and 2nd married Fern
I. Gresham, Lester O. 1st married Goldie Kinsey and 2nd
married Mrs. Neva Davis, Delta Irene married 1st Harold
Kane Casacent and 2nd Milton Robert Gribble, Norman
Forrest married Shirley Neiberger, Doris Ellen married
Roy Gamet Brumbaugh and 2nd married John James Olley,
James died in his teens.
(*Note: Miranda, Arvilla, and Etta Jane Wright married to
the above Fletchall brothers were sisters and children of
Martha Lasall and Alonzo Wright.)
7) JOSEPH BENEDICK “Dick” FLETCHALL (18771954) married Grace Rosella Ruth Graves (1884-1964) in
Nodaway Co., Missouri on 3 August 1898. She was the
daughter of Thomas and Margaret Graves. They lived 10
or more years in Holt Co.,
Missouri where all but one of
their children was born. By
1920, they had moved to Lake
Co., South Dakota where they
remained. Dick and Grace had
6 children: Charles Wamer
married Rose Marie Gooch,
Thomas “Earl” married Lydia
J. Hanneman, Loma Mae
married Elmer N. Hansen,

Howard Edwin married Ruth Amanda Gutzman, Viola
“Pearl” married Claude “Bryce” Gilman, and Evelyn G.
born 1930 in South Dakota lived about six weeks.
8) SAMANTHA “Mattie” COLETIOUS FLETCHALL
(1879-1915) was married on 6 March 1897 in Andrew Co.,
Missouri to Franklin Louis Lance (1875-1943), son of
George E. Lance and Laura B. Turner. George was the
son of William Lance and Mary Elizabeth Coffman who
came to Andrew Co., Missouri from Ohio, receiving a land
patent in 1846. Mattie and Franklin had 3 children: Edna
E. married Manie Wells, George Raymond died at 14,
Doyle Wymond married Grace (Unknown). Mattie died
of cardiac insufficiency following surgery.
9) OLIVE “Ollie” A. FLETCHALL (1885-1945) was
married on 16 February 1901 in Andrew Co., Missouri to
Robert McClelland LANCE (1879-1965), son of Hannah
Alloway and Isaac Lance. Robert Lance was the grandson of the previously mentioned William and Mary Lance.
Robert’s Draft Card Registration identifies his link to the
Lance family. Ollie and Robert had 3 children: Aaron A.
married Goldia M. Alkire, Delmar A. married Helen I.
Dearmont, and Irvin D. married Ruth Porter.
10) VERDON FLETCHALL (1886/87-1897) died when
he was about ten years old.
CHILD (UNKNOWN)
FLETCHALL: Nothing is
known for this thirteenth child
born to Sarah (Moutray) and
John Fletchall other than the numerical count of thirteen published in the biographical record
for John Fletchall and Sarah’s
obituary. This child may have
been an infant born early in their
marriage or late in Sarah’s life.


St. Joseph Gazette, January 4, 1850

St. Joseph Gazette, January 4, 1850
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“Man and the Faithful Dog Will Find Here Refreshing Welcome”
by Terry Turbak
On the east side of Civic Center Park behind the St. Joseph City Hall stands a lovely fountain modeled after one
in Italy and decorated with four dolphins, a favorite of local residents. However, few people know that before that
fountain existed, another type of fountain once graced that
spot and created quite a stir.
According to Wikipedia’s biography of Dr. Henry
Cogswell, the doctor was a San Francisco patent medicine
manufacturer and an avid proponent of the Temperance
movement in the mid-1800’s. He believed that if people
drank cold water, they would not be so likely to drink alcohol. Therefore, he set about creating large cast iron and
granite statues in his own likeness, to be placed on a base
that would hold ice and operate as a public drinking fountain. He then contacted several American cities and offered to donate these statues if each city would build the
base upon which it would stand. “It was his dream to construct one temperance fountain for every 100 saloons
across the United States and many were built.” (1)
At first his idea was well accepted and cities such as
New York, Washington D.C., Boston, San Jose, San Fransisco, Buffalo, Dubuque, and our own St. Joseph accepted
his gift. The base was inscribed with the following message from Dr. Cogswell himself:
Designed and Presented by
DR. HENRY D. COGSWELL
A Citizen of San Francisco, Cal.,
To the Citizens of
St. Joseph, MO
And their Descendents Esto Perpetua
for the Promotion and Encouragement of
TEMPERANCE
Faith, Hope and Charity.
WELCOME.
The records of A.D. 1884,
Deposited Within Will
REJOICE ANTIQUARIANS.
Man and the Faithful Dog Will
Find here Refreshing
WELCOME.
(Dubuque Telegraph-Herald, Sept. 20, 1903 p. 8)
Unfortunately, the city’s favor on this statue did not last
Esto Perpetua. Only four years after its placement, St.
Joseph’s Republican Mayor Englehart campaigned for its
removal. Politics got in the way, however, when the predominantly Democratic City Council ridiculed the mayor,
claiming that the statue resembled him and that he was
jealous of the good doctor. Englehart promptly abandoned his attempt to remove the statue (2)
The 1903 Dubuque Telegraph-Herald reported that,
“Like Dubuque, the Missouri city was the recipient of a
Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society The JOURNAL

statue of Dr. Cogswell and now citizens there are up in
arms in order to have the unsightly object removed from
one of the city parks.” Prominent citizens became quite
vocal about this statue. John I. McDonald was quoted as
saying, “I blush with mortification every time I think of
that patent medicine ad. Why it
should have been placed in the
park I am unable to tell. Whenever
I show a stranger about the city I
always steer clear of Smith Park
for the reason that he might ask me
whose statue that is, and what
could I say to him?” (4)
McDonald goes on to
say, “There is no more reason why
that casting advertising Cogwell’s
An early photo of the
Washington DC Cogswell remedies should occupy such a
fountain, protected from place in a public park than there
demolition by the
would be to have a big sign up
Cogswellian Society.
there with ‘Wear McDonald’s
Overalls,’ on it.”
According to Wikipedia, when the pipes turned green
and the fountain malfunctioned, the statue was finally removed and replaced with the dolphin fountain we all know
today. Other cities followed suit. Washington DC dubbed
theirs “The City’s Ugliest Statue,” and that prompted a
much more strict guideline in accepting gifts for city use,
according to Bryson Rash’s Footnote Washington. San
Francisco’s statue was torn down by a mob and buried in
the ground where a sidewalk was about to be laid (1).
Poor Dr. Cogswell’s legacy suffers yet another indignity
even today. In Washington D.C. a Cogswellian Society
has formed and meets once a month to ‘roast’ the good
doctor with drinking and swearing. They make it their
honorary duty to protect the D.C. statue from destruction.
(6)

Few people now will remember the Doctor Cogswell
statue or his story, the advent of iced drinking water to pre(Continued on page 51)
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Angel of the Yukon
by Carol Almanza

I

n the year 1908, Emily Morgan graduated from the
Ensworth Hospital School of Nursing in St. Joseph, Missouri. The young woman, one of nine children, was born
on March 7, 1878, and grew up on a farm in Butler County,
Kansas. She graduated from Leon High School in 1897.
The large family had no spare money for her to fulfill her
dream of becoming a nurse. She taught school until 1905,
at which time she finally entered the Ensworth Hospital
School of Nursing or Training School. Why she chose St.
Joseph and Ensworth is not known.
Samuel Ensworth, the endower of the hospital named in
his honor, was a prominent lawyer in St. Joseph from the
1850’s until his death on August 8, 1886. Born in Connecticut, he left home before the age of 21, and peddled
clocks for a living in the mountains of North Carolina and
Kentucky. After accumulating a few hundred dollars, he
read law with the prominent Kentucky lawyer, James S.
Henderson. Attaining his license, he practiced law in
Kentucky from 1831 until the mid-1850’s. His earnings
were wisely invested in real estate in Northwest Missouri
and Northeast Kansas. Judge Silas Woodson was his law
partner until 1880. (6)
His obituary in the August 10, 1886 St. Joseph Gazette
detailed his wishes, via his will, regarding his wealth. His
older brother never married and was left nothing; the reasoning was that he had no heirs and did not need anything.
Ensworth felt his four younger sisters, only one of whom
was married , were in comfortable circumstances, but even
so, each was left $5,000.00. Remember these were 1886
dollars! (5)
Two other bequests were made: property to his former
law partner and a 1/5 interest in a 1600 acre farm to a man
named Gillehan, his partner in the stock business. Remaining residue of his estate, real, personal and mixed,
amounting to about $100,000, he bequeathed to Drs. W. I.
and James Heddens, B. R. Vineyard and Stephen C.
Woodson. That money was to be held in trust for the construction and maintenance of the Ensworth Medical College and Hospital, to be erected in St. Joseph upon a site
the trustees selected. That site would be the northwest corner of Seventh and Jule Streets, the land being donated by
Dr. W. I. Heddens. Ensworth and Heddens had been
friends since their Kentucky days. The hospital entrance
doors would face the front entry of First Presbyterian
Church to the east.
A 1957 book, Missouri’s Nurses, details an affidavit
written by Dr. James Heddens wherein he states Mr. Ensworth’s final illness was a carcinoma of the stomach. The
only place he could be cared for was a boarding house and
his caretaker, the housemaid, had no knowledge of nursing.
Dr. Heddens realized what a great benefit to mankind it
would be to provide funding for a hospital and training
school. Ensworth Hospital and Medical College was comNorthwest Missouri Genealogical Society The JOURNAL

pleted in 1888 and the training school opened in 1890.
Mary Beeler would be the first nursing student. By 1892,
the average patient census was thirty. Student nurses were
on duty twelve hours a day, seven days a week. (7)
This was the world Emily Morgan walked into in 1906.
The sources were inconsistent on the year she graduated
from nursing school. However, using the Directory of
Nurses, published in 1992 and available at Northwest Missouri Genealogical Library, 1908 was determined to be her
year of graduation. She then remained in St. Joseph until
1915, practicing her profession in the hospital and doing
private duty nursing. India and Panama would call her to
serve as a missionary nurse. During World War I, she
served as an Army nurse in France, Germany, Italy and
Belgium. After the Great War, Emily was a public health
nurse in Wichita, Kansas. While in Wichita, she contracted diphtheria with its symptoms of sore throat, swollen
glands and thick, gray membrane covering the throat and
tonsils. She was quite ill for three weeks. (7)
The year 1923 found Morgan assigned by the Red Cross
to Nome, Alaska. Her Alaskan uniform did not consist of a
starched white uniform and cap. Woolen underwear, a
woolen dress and hose, a heavy sweater, a fur parka and
mukluks (fur boots) made up the uniform of choice in the
Far North. (2)
Diphtheria would strike ice-bound Nome, Alaska in 1925
in epidemic force. Schools and meeting places were
closed, in an effort to mitigate the epidemic. The call went
out for diphtheria serum. The closest available serum was
in Anchorage, 1,000 miles away. Trains carried the serum
across recently laid snow covered tracks six hundred miles
to Nenana, Alaska. From there, relays of dog sleds then
conveyed the serum (antitoxin) to Nome over a five-day
period, enduring minus sixty degree temperatures and artic
blizzards. Some sources claim this event as the impetus for
the Iditarod, but others dispute it. Gunner Kaasen drove
his team down Nome’s Front Street and handed the serum
to Dr. Curtis Welch. Emily Morgan and three other
nurses, whose names are unknown, would administer the
serum. Their patients were mainly Native Alaskan families
that were visited on foot. Emily and the other nurses
earned their gratitude and trust. (2)
News stories appeared across the nation about the diphtheria epidemic. Emily Morgan was dubbed the Angel of
the Yukon and the Diphtheria Nurse. She gained such a
reputation as an epidemic specialist that when she was on
furlough in Kansas in 1928, she was called back to Alaska
to deal with a smallpox epidemic. On August 15, 1935,
Morgan was in charge of the Barrow Alaska Hospital when
the bodies of Wiley Post and Will Rogers were brought
there after their plane crash. (3)
After practicing her profession for fifteen years in
(Continued on page 42)
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Nurse Reunion
In 1992, a reunion of the graduates
of Missouri Methodist and St. Joseph
Hospital Schools of Nursing took
place. In preparation for this event,
the committee put together a magnificent book that includes the class pictures from each year, but more impressively, it includes the name and
address of every graduate that could
be found. If you have an ancestor
who was a graduate of a St. Joseph
nursing school, you might want to
check out this wonderful resource!


Sample page of the Nurse
Reunion book.
(Angel continued from page 41)

Alaska, Morgan went to New Zealand to care for an ailing sister. It
became unsafe to travel by sea during
World War II so she stayed there until
the end of the war, serving as an
Army nurse.
Miss Morgan retired in 1950 to El
Dorado, Kansas and died in May of
1950 at age 82. She is interred in
Walnut Valley Cemetery in El Dorado. Dr. James Runcie officiated at
last rites for Samuel Ensworth in
Christ Episcopal Church. He was
carried to his final resting place in
Mount Mora by prominent members
of the bar and medical society. Drs.
W.I. Heddens, Thomas Doyle, Jacob
Geiger and E.J. Doolan and attorneys
D.D. Burnes, J.P. Thomas, Vinton
Pike and Judge Silas Woodson
served as pallbearers. (4)
Ensworth Hospital, Medical College and Training School, designed by
prominent architect, E. J. Eckel,
would function until the mid 1920’s.
The names of the first nursing students are known: Mary Beeler, Clara
Jordan, Carrie Stringham and Anna
Smart. (7) A few other graduate
names are known, but most are lost to
the sands of time. Ensworth Hospital
was razed in 1931 to make way for
the larger, more modern Methodist

Hospital.
In 2011, traveling nurse Maria LaFond, a Montana native, spent the
winter working in Alaska. She
learned Emily Morgan’s story, and
dressed in vintage uniform, publicizing Morgan’s courageous work. LaFond suggested Emily Morgan was a
worthy nominee to the Alaska
Women’s Hall of Fame. Author and
historian Steve Levi nominated Morgan and on February 28, 2013, the
Angel of the Yukon was inducted into
the Alaska Women’s Hall of Fame.
St. Joseph Gazette, July 1, 1875

1. http://
www.adn.com/2011/03/14/1755390/
emilys-mission-dispensing-the.html
2. http://
www.nurseratchedsplace.com/2008/0
9/another-tough-woman-from-alaska/
3. http://
www.kansas.com/2013/03/11/271064
9/emily-morgan-played-crucialrole.html
4. St. Joseph Gazette, August 19, 1886
5. St. Joseph Gazette, August 11, 1886
6. Samuel Ensworth obituary, St. Joseph
Gazette August 10, 1886
7. Missouri’s Nurses by Edwin A.
Christ PhD. 1957 E.W. Stephens Co.
Columbia MO
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Booth Hospitals
by Kelly Alvarado

I

f you’ve ever done any
online searching for adoption
records, or sites that attempt to
match adoptees to their birth
parents, you have no doubt run
across the Booth Memorial Hospital name. For those who haven’t though, a brief bit about the
hospital and its history is in order, as it is hard to imagine any
single organization that impacted so many babies throughout the United States.
First it is important to establish that Booth Memorial Hospital is not a single entity. Thirtyfour of them operated at the
same time throughout the country during the 1950’s. (1)
Others had already opened and closed by that time, and
true numbers of how many shared the name throughout
history are hard to come by. Booth Hospitals were run by
the Salvation Army and were primarily focused on being a
safe haven for unwed mothers. In an age when becoming
pregnant without the benefit of marriage carried a significant social stigma, often times leading a girl to be cast out
of her family’s home, the hospitals were a respite for those
“in trouble.” The doors were open to girls of any age, nationality, religion or social stature. (2)
The first and most important rule was that the girl
wanted to be there, as they would not be held against their
will should a family decide to try and force a young lady to
hide against her will. Payment for services was individualized and based upon the girl’s ability to pay, or her family’s. (3)
In any given facility, the majority of the residents came
from the local region, but sometimes a family would send
their daughter as far away as possible to hide the pregnancy. It is also critical to understand that the mission of
the hospital, or maternity home as they were sometimes
called, was not to be an adoption agency. The residents
were given food, medical care, and appropriate counseling
on what to expect throughout their pregnancy, but most
importantly, what to expect once they left the acceptance
and non-judgmental atmosphere. However, typically only
2 – 3% of the women chose to keep their babies; the rest of
the children entered into adoption. The hospital itself did
not manage the adoption process, however. After an expectant mother made her decision, a local adoption agency
was contacted to handle any further arrangements. (4)
The hospitals were located throughout the country,
including New York City, Chicago, Detroit, San Diego,
Los Angeles, Wichita, Omaha, Des Moines, Cleveland, El
Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society The JOURNAL

Paso, Portland, Spokane, Honolulu, Anchorage and Denver. There seems to be some disagreement as to whom the
hospitals were named after – one source says William
Booth, the founder of the Salvation Army, one source says
it was after his daughter, Eva Booth, and one says it was
for his daughter-in-law, Mrs. Bramwell Booth who established the first home in London, England in 1884. The first
of the “rescue homes” were begun in the United States as
early as 1887. (5) The San Diego home can trace its opening to 1893, while New York City’s began in 1892 at a
home in Manhattan. The beginning of each location
throughout the country varies as much as the cities they
served and the girls who passed through their doors.
The Manhattan location morphed into a full scale hospital, offering free medical services to the dependents of
WWI enlisted men. It also relocated on a few occasions,
growing in scope of care each time, until it reached its present location in Queens. (6)
Former First Lady Barbara Bush was born at the hospital in Manhattan in 1925. Others, including the Cleveland and Detroit locations, also grew into full scale curative accommodations to meet the medical needs of their
community. The majority, however, continued to operate
through the 1960’s and early 1970’s strictly for the needs
of unwed mothers. (5)
As social norms changed, the need for the maternity
homes dwindled. The buildings were sold, torn down and
replaced with other structures, or repurposed for other
goals of the Salvation Army organization. (7)
The Salvation Army does help those genealogists who
are known to have been born in the Booth Memorial Hospitals to the extent that they can. Non-identifying information can be shared – hair color, height, age, and the adop(Continued on page 44)
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3. (http://news.google.com/newspapers?
id=yfNXAAAAIBAJ&sjid=iPYDAAAAI
BAJ&pg=1512,917264&dq=booth+memor
ial+hospital&hl=en)
4. (http://news.google.com/newspapers?
id=yfNXAAAAIBAJ&sjid=iPYDAAAAI
BAJ&pg=1512,917264&dq=booth+memor
ial+hospital&hl=en)
5. http://www1.usw.salvationarmy.org/usw/
www_usw20.nsf/vwsublinks/9066445EC92BE59D88257A590074
758B?openDocument)
6. (http://www.nyhq.org/Our_History)
7. (http://
blog.salvationarmyusa.org/2012/05/01/asafe-haven/)



(Booth continued from page 43)

tion agency that was involved are
some examples. However, records
from the distinct facilities vary as
much as the facilities themselves. As
genealogists, we often presume that
the one record we are in search of will
be the one that is missing, and as such
any undertaking to obtain records
from Booth Memorial Hospital

should be approached with the same
expectation.
1. (http://
blog.salvationarmyusa.org/2012/05/01/asafe-haven/)
2. (http://
log.salvationarmyusa.org/2012/05/01/a-safe
-haven/); (http://news.google.com/
newspapers?
id=PI9YAAAAIBAJ&sjid=mPcDAAAAIB
AJ&pg=3419,5206892&dq=booth+memori
al+hospital&hl=en)
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Index to Osteopath Certificates
Full Text Available at the NWMGS Library

The NWMGS also holds about 200 certificates of
other medical specialties.
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Loyalty Oaths
by Kelly Alvarado

Post Civil War Missouri was not a good place to be—if
you had been a Southern sympathizer that is. Missouri
was a sharply divided state, with tensions running high between neighbors. After the hostilities officially ended,
those hard feelings did not melt away easily. The Missouri
Legislature passed a law requiring all persons who wished
to hold public office, teach, be a doctor, etc., to swear that
they had not aided the enemy, severely limiting the professional duties that could be performed by many of the leading citizens.
The following explanation of the loyalty oath is taken
from: Civil Government and History of Missouri Revised
Edition 1917 by Perry S. Rader, pages 166-167.
“The oath declared that no person should vote or hold
any kind of office who had ever engaged in hostilities, or
given aid, comfort, countenance or support to persons engaged in hostilities against the government of the United
States; or had given money, goods, letters, or information
to its enemies, or by act or word manifested his adherence
to the cause of such enemies, or his sympathy with those
engage in carrying on rebellion; or had ever been in anywise connected with any society unfriendly to such Government; or had ever knowingly harbored, aided or countenance any person engage in guerrilla warfare; or had ever
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done any act to prevent being enrolled in the military service of the Union or the State. Any person who had done
any of these things, or any other thing like them could note
vote, teach in any public or private school, practice law,
preach the gospel or be competent as a minister of any religious denomination, to preach, teach or solemnize marriage, unless such person shall have first taken said
oath….All citizens attempting to teach or preach without
taking this oath were to be fined not less than five hundred
dollars, or committed to prison not less than six months or
both; and if they falsely took it, there were to be tried for
perjury and punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary.”
These oaths were retroactive to December 17, 1861 and
enforced through 1872.
The NWMGS holdings include an index of those who
took these oaths in Clinton and Andrew County, as well as
the original documents from Worth County, sample below.
The original Clinton County documents for are housed at
the Clinton County Courthouse and are a series of records
in the County Clerk’s office. The documents have been
microfilmed and the film is available at the Missouri State
Archives microfilm rolls numbered C8855 and C8944.
The information for this article was provided by Becky
Carlson, CA ~ field archivist for Northwest Missouri from
the Missouri Secretary of State. 
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Surnames Our Members Are Researching
The links below are active. If you receive The Journal electronically, click the link to contact the researcher. This list can also be
viewed on the NWMGS website; go to the main page and click the Research link. These names are not included in the general
surname index.

Adams ................ Bob
Adkins................ Bob
Anderson............ Carroll Cousin
Armstrong .......... Mary
Arnold ................ Teresa
Arrasmith ........... Bryson Cousin
Auxier
(James & Artemesia) Sharon
Bailey .................Bob
Baker..................S Adams
Bermond ............Mary
Black ..................Richard
Blakely ...............Bryson Cousin
Blatchley ............Evelyn
Bolliger ..............Connie Brax
Boydston ............Bob
Boyer .................Mary
Brady .................Ruby
Bretz ..................Karen
Brittain ...............Evelyn
Brown ................Bryson Cousin
Brown ................Evelyn
Brown ................Robert
Brownlee............Mary
Bullard ...............Sandy W
Buell ..................Mary Beth
Burke .................J Quinn
Burnett ...............Dan Morgan
Burri ...................Carolyn
Burris .................Bryson Cousin
Carpenter ...........Evelyn
Carroll ................Carroll Cousin
Carroll ................Richard
Case ...................Evelyn
Chumbley...........Robert
Clark ..................Janice
Coil/Coyle..........Ruby
Cole....................Deann
Colwell...............Norma
Corn ...................Karen
Creason ..............Dan Morgan
Cox ....................Sharon
Cox ....................Bob
Curley ................Bryson Cousin
Davies ................B Anslinger
Davis ..................Janice
Diamond/Dimond
Teresa

Dickens ............. Bob
Donadio ............. Carolyn
Doty .................. Deann
Dreier ................ Carol
Drennan ............. Deann
Duncan .............. Bob
Dunford ............. Karen
Engemann (NE KS) Marla
Ewell ................. Bob
Evans ................. Carroll Cousin
Evins ................. Bill
Fallis.................. Sandy W
Fielder ............... Carol
Fitzwater ........... Marla
Flood ................. Ruby
Francis ............... Evelyn
Freeman ............ Mary
Furr.................... Carol
Gass ................... Richard
Golden ............... Ruby
Golledge ............ Bob
Grazier .............. David
Hanke ................ Bryson Cousin
Harber ............... B Anslinger
Harrod ............... Sandy W
Harper ............... Richard
Harris ................ Richard
Hastings ............ Evelyn
Hathhorn ........... Marla
Haydon .............. Richard
Hedgbeth/Hedgpeth Bob
Henderson ......... Bob
Hill .................... Karen
Holzhauser ........ Bryson Cousin
Houston ............. Robert
Hughes .............. Marla
Hurst.................. Richard
Israel (NE KS)... Marla
Jackson .............. Janice
Jones.................. Bob
Judd ................... Norma

Kindred ............. Mary
Kinnard ............. Sandy W
Kline ................. Marla
Knapp................ Carolyn
Leland ............... Evelyn
Lisle .................. Deann
Logan ................. S Adams
Lykins ............... Bob
Lysaught ........... J Quinn
MacAdams ........ Evelyn
MacCreary ........ Evelyn
Martin ............... Richard
Maupin .............. Bob
Maylen/Maylin . Teresa
McCallan .......... Teresa
McCord ............. Mary Beth
McCoy .............. Connie
McGuire ............ Deann
McKeoune......... J Quinn
McKinney ......... Shirley
McNeely ........... Sandy W
McQueen........... Evelyn
Meadows ........... Bob
Mercer ............... B Anslinger
Mettler .............. Marla
Miller ................ Deann
Mitchell ............. Bryson Cousin
Morgan.............. Dan Morgan
Moody............... Dan Morgan
Nelson ............... Bob
Noland .............. Richard
Norris ................ Richard
Norris ................ Shirley
Oborne .............. Norma
Ogle .................. Karen
Pile .................... Sandy W
Poff ................... Norma
Pohl ................... Bryson Cousin
Posey ................. Sharon
Punzo ................ Carolyn
Quigley ............. J Quinn
Quinn ................ J Quinn

Kellison ............. Mary
Kent/Kempt ....... Teresa
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Raez/Ratz ...........Karen
Rayhill ...............Marla
Reckard/Rickard/Record
...........................Teresa
Redmond (NE KS) Marla
Reedy .................Bob
Riggs ..................B Anslinger
Rogers ................Evelyn
Ross ...................Richard
Rowland(s).........B Anslinger
Rynn ..................J Quinn
Russell ...............Bryson Cousin
Rutherford/Reatherford
...........................Teresa
Sampson.............Bob
Schneider ...........Connie Brax
Sells ...................Bryson Cousin
Scholtz/Scholz/

Schultz .............. Teresa
Smith ................. J Quinn
Smith ................. Sharon
Snyder ............... Karen
Spain ................. J Quinn
Spenner ............. David
Steers ................. B Anslinger
Stephens ............ Vivien
Stevenson .......... Mary
Stillwell ............. Shirley
Sutton ................ Richard
Swan.................. Connie Brax
Tandy ................ Bill
Tartar ................. Robert
Tate ................... Robert
Thompson ......... Robert
Tinsley .............. Robert
Tobin ................. Sandy W
Todd .................. Bob

Toms/Tombs ..... Bob
Trosper .............. Edith
Underwood ....... Bob
Vaughn.............. Janice
Vogel ................ Mary
Watkins ............. Sandy W
Westbrook ......... Janice
Wigger .............. Mary
Williams............ B Anslinger
Willis ............ Pamela Montgomery
Wilson ............... B Anslinger
Wilson ............... Ruby
Wilson ............... Evelyn
Wood ................ Evelyn 
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Submitted by Trish Martin,
the baby in the photo

Courtesy
of
ClarkSampson
Funeral
Home
St. Joseph News-Press September 28, 1909
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Surname Index for The Journal Fall 2013
Names in bold with * can be found
in clippings, pictures, or documents.
Aagard.......................................... 37
Adams .......................................... 29
Alkire ........................................... 39
Allen* .......................................... 46
Alloway........................................ 39
Almanza .................... TOC 1 & 2,41
Alvarado ........... TOC1,12,19,20,22,
...................................... 25,26,31,43
Anderson ...................................... 36
Anslinger............................... TOC 1
Armstrong* ................................ 45
Astor ........................................... 3,4
Atherton* .................................... 45
Aukam* ....................................... 21
Ayer* ............................................. 5
Baehni .......................................... 37
Baker ..................................... TOC 1
Ballinger ...................................... 21
Barnes ............................................ 8
Barry* ......................................... 42
Batty* ............................................ 2
Bayless*....................................... 32
Bazan*......................................... 32
Baze* ........................................... 32
Bazzill* ........................................ 32
Beach* ......................................... 32
Beck ............................................. 37
Becker ............................................ 8
Beeler ...................................... 41,42
Bender* ....................................... 17
Bestwick ...................................... 37
Bischoff.......................................... 5
Bishop ............................................ 5
Blackwell ....................................... 8
Blagg*.......................................... 42
Blair*........................................... 45
Blake*.......................................... 32
Booth....................................... 43,44
Boteler* ................................ TOC 2
Bowron ........................................ 37
Boyer* ......................................... 32
Brammer ...................................... 37
Brewer*....................................... 45
Brott* .......................................... 48
Brown ........................... 33,36,37,39
Brown* ......................... 10,14,45,46
Brownlee* ................................... 52
Brubaker* ................................... 45
Bryson ............................. TOC 1, 21
Bucholz ........................................ 37
Buck ............................................. 11
Buddy.......................................... 6,7
Burke* ......................................... 13
Burkholder* ................................. 9
Burnes .......................................... 42

Burnham* ................................... 32
Burris* ........................................ 24
Burt .............................................. 23
Buser* ......................................... 42
Bush ............................................. 43
Byerley ......................................... 35
Byerrum* .................................... 45
Calhoun ................................. TOC 1
Callaway*.................................... 52
Carroll .......................................... 27
Carter* ................................... 11,32
Casacent ....................................... 39
Cash* ........................................... 45
Catlett .................................... 1,2,3,4
Catlett* .......................................... 3
Christianson*................................ 4
Clark......................................... 6, 16
Clark* ..................... 17,24,32,48,52
Clay* ........................................... 45
Coburn* ...................................... 46
Coffman ....................................... 39
Cogswell ...................................... 40
Cole ................................................ 8
Colwell ......................................... 36
Conlon .......................................... 27
Conway*...................................... 13
Corely* ........................................ 13
Costello ........................................ 21
Cotton........................................... 37
Coupe* ........................................ 42
Croner* ......................................... 5
Cronkite............................ TOC 1,21
Cummins ...................................... 21
Dandurant................. TOC1,6,7,13,1
........................................ 6,18,19,32
Dandurant*........................... 6,7,17
Davis ....................................... 39,37
Davis* .......................................... 13
Dearmont...................................... 39
Dempsey* .................................... 48
Dennis .......................................... 37
Dewitt........................................... 39
Dix ............................................... 20
Dobyns ......................................... 34
Donnell.................................... 33,34
Doolan .......................................... 42
Douglas ................................... 23,36
Doyle ............................................ 42
Drolett .......................................... 37
Durst............................................. 37
Dutch ............................................ 37
Eckel ............................................ 42
Edwards* .................................... 45
Elder* .......................................... 45
Elmore* ....................................... 45
Englehart ...................................... 40
Ensworth ................................. 41,42
Ensworth* ..................................... 6
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Eshelman ............................TOC 1,5
Eulich ........................................... 11
Everett* ...................................... 11
Faillace .......................................... 1
Faris* ................................... TOC 2
Farr .............................................. 36
Faust ............................................ 27
Felder* ........................................ 45
Ferguson* .............................. 32,45
Fetherston* ................................. 19
Filkill* ......................................... 45
Finlay ........................................... 30
Fisher* ........................................ 32
Flannagan* ................................. 32
Fleeman* .................................... 18
Fletchall .............TOC 2,35,36,37,39
Fletchall* .................................... 52
Fletcher ........................................ 36
Floyd ............................................ 38
Foster* ........................................ 45
Frahm* ....................................... 32
Franklin........................................ 29
Frederickson ................................ 23
Freeman* .................................... 32
French* ......................................... 8
Frick* .......................................... 32
Fritsche ........................................ 21
Gafford ........................................ 37
Ganshirt ......................................... 8
Gardener*................................... 45
Gartin ........................................ 4,38
Gawatz* ...................................... 32
Geiger .......................................... 42
George* ....................................... 32
Gevitz ......................................... 2,4
Gibson.......................................... 38
Gillehan ....................................... 41
Gilman ......................................... 39
Gleeson*...................................... 42
Gooch .......................................... 39
Good* .......................................... 42
Graves ..................................... 36,39
Green* ........................................ 42
Greene* ....................................... 19
Gresham....................................... 39
Gribble ......................................... 39
Griffith* ...................................... 45
Grindstaff ............................35,36,37
Groenewond* ............................. 45
Gross .......... Inside front cover,10,11
Gross* ......................................... 45
Grow* ......................................... 45
Gutzman ...................................... 39
Hamilton* ................................... 45
Hanks ........................................... 37
Hanneman .................................... 39
Hansen ......................................... 39
Hardesty* ................................... 21
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Haring* ....................................... 45
Hartsock*.................................... 45
Haskins ............................. TOC 1, 8
Hassur* ....................................... 52
Hauck ...................................... 10,11
Hawthorne* ................................ 28
Heddens .................................. 41,42
Hedgpeth* ................................... 45
Hedgepeth* ................................. 45
Heibel* ........................................ 32
Helfred* ...................................... 23
Henderson .................................... 41
Hendrickson* ............................. 45
Henery*....................................... 45
Herman ........................................ 21
Hetzler* ....................................... 45
Higgenbotham.............................. 37
Hillier* ........................................ 11
Holladay* .................................... 39
Hood* .......................................... 21
Hoomes*........................................ 9
Hone............................................. 28
Hudson* ...................................... 52
Humphrey* ................................. 45
Hunt* .......................................... 38
Hunter .......................................... 37
Hurst* ......................................... 45
Husted* ....................................... 45
Hutchcraft ............................. TOC 1
Ide ................................................ 11
Jackson......................................... 29
Jaco .............................................. 37
Jaquett* ...................................... 45
Jarvis ............................................ 11
Jefferson....................................... 29
Jewett* ........................................ 45
Jindle* ......................................... 52
Johnson .... Inside front cover,TOC 1
Johnson* ..................................... 48
Jordan........................................... 42
Jordan* ....................................... 32
Kaasen.......................................... 41
Karibo* ....................................... 45
Kendall* ...................................... 45
Kennedy ....................................... 14
Kennedy* ............................... 13,14
Kessler* ....................................... 32
Keyes ........................................... 37
Kilbride ....................................... 2,4
Kirkbride ...................................... 20
King ............................................. 18
Kinsey .......................................... 39
Klenk* ......................................... 32
Knadler* ..................................... 32
Kosek ........ Inside front cover,TOC1
Krause* ......................................... 5
Krebs ............................................ 23
Kuhn ............................................ 20
LaFond ......................................... 42

Laigneil* ..................................... 15
Lalersee........................................ 18
Lance ..................................35,36,39
Landrigern* ............................... 15
Lasall ........................................... 39
Leach*......................................... 44
LeCrois ........................................ 16
Lefebvre ...................................17,18
Leonard* .................................... 52
Levi .............................................. 42
Leviense ...................................16,18
Lightle* ....................................... 52
Lincoln ......................................... 29
Lindsay .............................TOC 2,33
Lindsay* .................................33,34
Lloyd* ......................................... 31
Lofthus* ...................................... 45
Louden* ...................................... 13
Lowe* .......................................... 48
Lyon* .......................................... 52
MacArthur ..................................1, 4
Malone* ...................................... 45
Martin ....................................TOC 1
Martin* ....................................... 48
Marrs* ........................................ 46
Matt*........................................... 15
Mayfield ........................................ 9
McCourt* ................................... 45
McCoy ...................................TOC 1
McDonald ...............TOC 2,33,34,40
McFall* ....................................... 45
McKiever ..................................... 37
McKim......................................... 37
McNeill*...................................... 18
McPheeters* ............................... 45
McQuate* ................................... 52
McVey* ....................................... 45
Meier............................................ 22
Meier* ........................................... 5
Meinhardt* ................................. 37
Mervine*..................................... 45
Messa* ........................................ 52
Miller* ........................................ 45
Minor* ........................................ 19
Minter .......................................... 37
Mize ............................................. 37
Mollus ....................................TOC 1
Montgomery .........TOC1,6,13,18,32
Morgan ...............................37,41,42
Morgan* .................................38,44
Motter* ....................................... 32
Moutray ...................................35,39
Mulkins* ..................................... 32
Myers ........................................... 37
Neiberger ..................................... 39
Neff* ............................................ 45
Nesbitt* ....................................... 32
Nies* ............................................ 42
Noll* ............................................ 45
Norton* ....................................... 46
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Noyes ..............TOC 1,5,22,23,24,52
Noyes* ......................................... 19
O’Conner* .................................. 45
O’Dell* ........................................ 42
O’Donnell* ................................. 13
O’Riley* ...................................... 42
Orr* ............................................ 45
Olley ............................................ 39
Ott* ............................................. 52
Owen* ......................................... 15
Patrick .......................................... 13
Patrick* ...................................... 13
Payton .......................................... 38
Peters* ........................................ 45
Pennington ................................... 37
Perry* ......................................... 48
Phillips* ...................................... 42
Pierce ........................................... 21
Pierce* ................................... 38,45
Pike .............................................. 42
Pinkham* ...................................... 9
Plath* .......................................... 45
Polk .............................................. 10
Porter ........................................... 39
Porter* ........................................ 32
Post .............................................. 41
Powell* ........................................ 52
Prussia.......................................... 21
Quayle* ....................................... 24
Quigley ........................................ 13
Quigley* ...................................... 13
Quinn .................TOC 1,13,14,16,22
Quinn* ................................... 13,14
Quinne ......................................... 13
Quinne* ...................................... 13
Rader............................................ 46
Raines*................................... 32,52
Ramsay* ..................................... 30
Reed ............................................. 30
Reese* ......................................... 52
Reeves............................................ 1
Rennick* ..................................... 45
Repple* ....................................... 52
Reynolds ......................... TOC 2, 38
Richards*.................................... 42
Richardson* ............................... 45
Rickett* ....................................... 45
Riles* ........................................... 45
Robidoux ..................................... 10
Rockhold* ................................... 45
Roderick* ................................... 39
Rogers .......................................... 41
Rogers* ....................................... 32
Rose ................................ TOC 1,8,9
Runcie .......................................... 42
Ryan ............................................. 16
Ryan* ..................................... 13,14
Rynn .................................. 14,15,16
Rynn* ..................................... 14,15
(Continued on page 51)
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vent alcoholism, or the brouhaha over
its removal. Even so, it takes its place
among many lively and hidden stories
about our city’s medical history.
Reference websites:
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Henry_D._Cogswell
2. (Dubuque Telegraph-Herald, Sept.
20, 1903 p. 8)
3. http://news.google.com/
newspapers?id=qJeAAAAIBAJ&sjid=u1MNAAAAIBAJ&pg
=5636%
2C895166&dq=smith+park+st+jos
eph&hl=en
4. http://news.google.com/
newspapers?
id=n6pFAAAAIBAJ&sjid=Cb0M
AAAAIBAJ&pg=3958%
2C2703479&dq=smith+park+fount
ain+st+joseph&hl=en
5. http://kakopa.com/geo/
cogswell.htm

(Continued from page 50)

Sample* ...................................... 45
Sampson* .............................. 24,48
Sanborn....................... TOC 3,15,25
Scott* .......................................... 52
Shanks* ...................................... 52
Sheridan* ................................... 46
Schirmer ........................... TOC 1, 5
Schley .......................................... 49
Schott............................................. 7
Schott* ..................................... 7,17
Schwartz ...................................... 23
Shackelford* .............................. 45
Shanks* ...................................... 52
Sheridan* ................................... 48
Sherman* ................................... 32
Shewmaker .................................. 37
Sidenfaden* ................................ 17
Simon* ........................................ 30
Simpson ....................................... 18
Simpson* .................................... 18
Smart ........................................... 42
Smith ........................................... 20
Smith* ................... 5,3,11,12,40, 45
Snider*........................................ 45
Spain ............................. 13,14,15,16
Spain* .................................... 13,15
Spane ........................................... 16
Sparks* ....................................... 45
Spencer* ..................................... 45
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Spire* ......................................... 42
Sprugnise* ................................. 45
Stanton ............................ TOC 2,38
Steffans ....................................... 11
Stephens* ................................... 45
Stevenson* ................................. 45
Stewart* .............................. TOC 2
Stilwell ........................................ 37
Stout ............................................ 37
Stowe ............................................ 7
Stringham .................................... 42
Stroup* ....................................... 52
Stuppy* ...................................... 32
Summers* .................................. 45
Sunderland ............................ 35, 37
Tavel* ......................................... 45
Taylor .......................................... 37
Thomas........................................ 42
Thomas* ................................ 44,45
Thompson ................................... 37
Thornton* .................................. 19
Tilton* ........................................ 44
Torrey*....................................... 45
Tospon* ...................................... 45
Townsend* ................................. 45
Turbak .........................TOC 2,33,40
Turner.......................................... 39
Van De Linder* ......................... 45
Vaughn* ..................................... 32
Verna* ........................................ 32
Veronique.................................... 17
Vineyard ...................................... 41
Von Vosteen........ Inside front cover
Vosteen .............. Inside front cover,
...................................TOC 1, 10,11
Vosteen* ..................................... 10
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Wallace* ..................................... 32
Walsh* ........................................ 15
Ward ............................................ 22
Washburn* ................................. 52
Watson* .............................. TOC 2
Webb* .................................... 39,48
Weeks .......................................... 22
Welch ........................................... 41
Wells ............................................ 39
Westminster ................................. 23
Williams ............................... TOC 1
Williams* .................................... 52
Willis ........................................... 18
Willis* ......................................... 18
Wilson.......................................... 21
Wilson* ....................................... 32
Wiseman ...................................... 39
Woodson ....................... 20,38,41,42
Woodward* ................................ 48
Wooten ........................................ 37
Worton* ...................................... 17
Wright ..................................... 37,39
Wright* ....................................... 52
Wymond ...................................... 39
Yost ............................................. 52
Young* ........................................ 48
Zemanek ......................... TOC 2, 35
Zettle ............................................ 37
Zugg ............................................. 37
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